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ABSTRACT
There is a dearth of algorithms that deal with edge-based problems in trees, specifically algorithms
for edge sets that satisfy a particular parameter. The goal of this thesis is to create a methodology for
designing algorithms for these edge-based problems. We will present a variant of the Wimer method
[82] [80] that can handle edge properties. We call this variant the Wimer edge variant. The thesis
is divided into three sections, the first being a chapter devoted to defining and discussing the Wimer
edge variant in depth, showing how to develop an algorithm using this variant, and an example of
this process, including a run of an algorithm developed using this method.
The second section involves algorithms developed using the Wimer edge variant. We will pro-
vide algorithms for a variety of edge parameters, including four different matching parameters (con-
nected, disconnected, induced and 2-matching), three different domination parameters (edge, total
edge and edge-vertex) and two covering parameters (edge cover and edge cover irredundance). Each
of these algorithms are discussed in detail and run in linear time.
The third section involves an attempt to characterize the Wimer edge variant. We show how the
variant can be applied to three classes of graphs: weighted trees, unicyclic graphs and generalized
series-parallel graphs. For each of these classes, we detail what adaptations are required (if any) and
design an algorithm, including showing a run on an example graph. The fourth chapter is devoted to
a discussion of what qualities a parameter has to have in order to be likely to have a solution using
the Wimer edge variant. Also in this chapter we discuss classes of graphs that can utilize the Wimer
edge variant.
Other topics discussed in this thesis include a literature review, and a discussion of future work.
There are plenty of options for future work on this topic, which hopefully this thesis can inspire. The
intent of this thesis is to provide the foundation for future algorithms and other work in this area.
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Chapter 1
Introduction & Background
One of the things most puzzling about the study of graph theory algorithms is the noticeable lack
of algorithms for edge sets that satisfy a particular property. There is a large body of material on
vertex-based problems, most of which have meaningful applications in the edge-based version. We
have long thought of graph problems in terms of sets of vertices, but we can easily envision most of
the same problems in terms of sets of edges as well.
This work focuses on problems that are edge-based versions of vertex-set problems that have
already been formalized. We will utilize a variant of the Wimer method first presented in 1985 [82].
This variant, originally designed by Dr. Wayne Goddard, discussed in depth later in the work, allows
us to use the Wimer method, but instead of focusing on vertices, we will focus on the edges created
when composing two subtrees.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In section 1.1 we will discuss some back-
ground information, including definitions and related work, providing a review of the state of knowl-
edge in the area of edge-set algorithms in trees. In Chapter 2, we thoroughly discuss the Wimer edge
variant, including a simple example of maximal matching in trees. In Chapters 3 through 5, we dis-
cuss and present algorithms for a variety of edge parameters on trees, including minimal edge cover,
maximal edge cover irredundance, minimal edge domination, minimal total edge domination, min-
imal edge-vertex domination, connected, disconnected and induced matchings and 2-matchings. In
Chapters 6 through 8, we discuss a few classes of graphs and how the Wimer edge variant applies
to those classes, including weighted trees, unicyclic graphs, and generalized series-parallel graphs.
Chapter 9 includes a discussion of a computer program by Dr. Wayne Goddard that can be useful in
designing and verifying edge-based Wimer style algorithms, some discussion regarding locality and
how to know when a class of graphs or parameters can utilize the Wimer edge variant. In Chapter
10, we conclude with a discussion of future work in this area.
1.1 Edge-Based Algorithms
Edge-set algorithms in trees have not been the focus of much research in the literature. By and large,
most of the edge-set algorithms we see are found in the realm of matchings. A matching in a graph
G in general is defined as a set of edges no two of which have a shared vertex or endpoint [77].
The most often studied type of matching is a simple maximal matching in a graph. Many works
have been devoted to this topic including the well-known book by Lovász and Plummer [53] and
a self-stabilizing algorithm by Hsu and Huang [45] which was shown to stabilize in time O(m) by
Hedetniemi et al. [39]. An improvement on this was offered by Blair et al. which provided a self-
stabilzing solution for maximum matching that stabilzies in O(n2) if the tree is rooted [7]. As far as
the non self-stabilizing variety in the literature, Mitchell et al. [58] presented a greedy algorithm for
maximum matching in a tree in 1975 and Savage has a linear time algorithm for a proper matching
in a tree presented in 1980 [69]. Also of note is the concept of a maximum matching induced by a
minimum dominating set introduced by Slater in 1993 and solved in linear time in that same paper
[72]. Disjoint matchings in trees also has a linear time algorithm as presented by Cockayne et al.
[17]. The classic result for matchings is the algorithm that gives a maximummatching in polynomial
time on an arbitrary graph in a work by Edmond [24].
Multiple kinds of matchings have been considered over the years, including b-matchings as
presented in a Goodman et al. paper where they discuss the idea of degree-constrained subgraphs in a
tree, providing linear time algorithms to find maximum weighted and unweighted b-matchings [30].
Osiakwan and Akl have two papers in the literature dealing with b-matchings in trees, providing
parallel algorithms in O(log n) time as well as improving parallel algorithms for ordinary matchings
[62][63]. We have some results regarding this parameter later in the thesis.
The concept of an induced matching was first introduced by Cameron in 1989 [13], who showed
that the corresponding decision problem on induced matchings is NP-complete for bipartite graphs.
Other papers followed including some polytime solvable results for certain graph families like
chordal or circle graphs from Cameron [15], and a linear time maximum induced matching al-
gorithm in trees by Zito [86].
Goddard et al. discussed the concept of P-matchings as a generalization of matchings in which
the subgraph induced by the vertices incident to the matching edges has property P [28]. The authors
specifically looked at the the properties of being acyclic or disconnected. This paper also provides
the definitions for disconnected matchings that we use later in the thesis.
Connected matchings are a relatively new matching concept. Defined by Plummer et al. [66],
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there has been little work done on them. Cameron has an NP-completeness proof and some other
complexity results in a paper from 2003 [14].
Another popular research area related to matchings concerns vertex and edge packings in a
graph. Again, there is not a tremendous amount available in the literature specific to algorithms.
M. A. Henning presented a paper in 1998 that focused on packings in trees, providing a fairly good
overview and the ideas of lower and upper packing numbers and open packings as well as some
bounds [41]. Houck and Vemuganti presented a paper in 1977 that detailed several properties of
the vertex packing problem as well as some polynomial time algorithms in [44]. In a technical
report, Vergara and Heath provides some algorithms for a Maximum G Edge-Packing, which is the
problem of finding a maximum number of edge-disjoint isomorphic copies of a fixed guest graph G
in a host graph [75]. There exists a polynomial time algorithm for this when the host graph is a tree.
While not edge-specific, a paper by Dessmark et al. contains some results regarding a polynomial
time algorithm for maximum packing k-connected partial k-trees [21]. In addition to this, de Werra
considered generalized edge packings in 1989 and utilized odd-length chains instead of edges [20].
Another kind of packing, called degree-packing, was introduced by Domke [22].
Outside of matchings, we know of algorithms for edge domination in trees. In a Mitchell and
Hedetniemi paper, the authors first introduced the concept of both edge domination and total edge
domination, providing a linear time algorithm for computing the edge domination number in trees
[59]. Another linear time algorithm for finding the edge domination number in trees as well as
some NP-completeness results were presented by Yannakakis and Gavril in 1980 [83]. Horton and
Kilakos presented O(n3) time algorithms for several graphs including claw-free chordal graphs and
locally connected claw-free graphs [43]. Hwang and Chang presented a linear time algorithm for
block graphs [46]. Grinstead et al. discovered that efficient edge dominating sets cannot always
be found in graphs and even some trees [31]. They provide an NP-completeness proof for efficient
edge dominating sets as well as a linear-time algorithm for calculating the maximum number of
edges that can be efficiently dominated in a series-parallel graph. In his thesis, Peters presented a
still relatively unstudied group of domination parameters including one that is edge focused, called
the edge-vertex domination number and provided a linear time algorithm for series-parallel graphs
[65] [51].
Perfect neighborhood sets can be thought of as an edge-based problem as well. Introduced in
1997 by Fricke et al., but published in 1999, they prove an initial theorem stating that the upper
domination number is equal to the maximum cardinality among all perfect neighborhood sets, θ(G)
[26]. Henning, a co-author on the original perfect neighborhood paper, introduces the distance
3
perfect neighborhood idea and some theorems that come naturally from the original paper [40].
Cockayne et al. provided some bounds for the perfect neighborhood number in trees [18].
One other concept we will be addressing in this thesis is minimum weighted domination as it is
applied to edges. In a paper by Natarajan and White, the authors present an algorithm to find the
minimum non-negative weighted (vertex) domination number in a tree in linear time [61]. Farber,
in 1981, provided an algorithm that improved on the result of Natarajan and White by allowing
arbitrary weights on the vertices while still retaining a linear time performance, as well as providing
a linear time algorithm for independent weighted domination [25]. C. Yen and R. C. T. Lee have two
papers dealing with weighted domination, introducing the weighted perfect domination problem. In
[84] they presented linear algorithms for the weighted perfect domination problem in trees and then
three variants of this parameter in block graphs in [85]. Finally, Laskar and Villalpando introduced
several domination parameters for weighted graphs including weighted irredundance and weighted
independence in 2001 [52]. We would note that many more domination parameters can be thought
of in the edge-based sense and most, if not all, of the vertex-based definitions can be found in two
books authored by Haynes, Hedetniemi and Slater [35] [34].
We will also apply the Wimer edge variant to other classes of graphs. We have discussed
weighted trees already. The two other classes of graphs we will be discussing are unicyclic graphs
and generalized series-parallel graphs.
There seem to be few algorithms on the class of unicyclic graphs. Aside from work by Wimer
[80], there is also a paper by Mitchell and Hedetniemi that determines a minimum edge-coloring for
a unicyclic graph [57] and a paper by Proskurowski and Sysło that includes an algorithm for edge
coloring a unicyclic graph [67] among others [16] [71]
For series-parallel graphs, the algorithmic knowledge has its beginnings in three papers, two by
Takamizawa, Nishizeki and Saito, where they discuss a parse tree approach for designing linear time
algorithms for series-parallel graphs and then proceed to give algorithms for vertex cover and general
matching [73] [74], and a paper by Kikuno, Yoshida and Kakuda that provides a linear algorithm
for the domination number of a series parallel graph [49]. There are other algorithms for series-
parallel graphs in the literature including a paper by Wimer that provides algorithms for solving the
dominating cycle problems for series parallel graphs [79]. Generalized series-parallel graphs were
first discussed in a Wimer and Hedetniemi paper from 1988 [81]. Some examples of algorithms on
this class of graphs include a paper by Hare et al. that computed the upper domination number of
generalized series parallel graphs [33]. Also, Lu, Ko and Tang presented an algorithm to solve the
weighted perfect edge domination problem on generalized series-parallel graphs in 2002 [54]. This
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algorithm utilizes dynamic programming techniques, but not specifically the Wimer method. Ho
et al., in a paper from 1999, provides an O(log n)parallel decomposition algorithm for generalized
series-parallel graphs [42]. Fast parallel decomposition algorithms for series-parallel graphs were
presented by Kortright et al. in 1998 [50].
1.2 Definitions and Methodology
We will give the definitions of each of the individual problems we are addressing in their respective
chapters. However, we do have some common definitions across all problems:
Let G = (V, E) be a graph where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. If a tree T
with root r has some of the edges marked while the rest are unmarked, then we call T a rooted,
edge-marked, or rem tree. Let N(v) be the open neighborhood of v ∈ V where N(v) = {u : uv ∈ E}.
Let N[v] be the closed neighborhood of v ∈ V where N[v] = N(v) ∪ {v}. A vertex is considered
saturated if it is incident with an edge in the set.
The methodology we will use for most of our algorithms will be a variant that extends the
Wimer methodology developed by Thomas V. Wimer [82] [80]. Our variant, detailed in Chapter 2
is influenced and extends not only work by Wimer, but is also influenced by the finite-state table
techniques of Bern, Lawler and Wong [6]. Some other notable techniques for finding linear-time
algorithms for k-terminal graphs includes papers by Arnborg and Proskurowski [3] (which was later
extended by Bodlaender [8]), Bern, Lawler and Wong [5] [6], Corneil and Keil [19], Takamizawa,
Nishizeki and Saito [74], Mahajan and Peters [55] and Borie, Parker and Tovey [11]. Arnborg
et al. in 1993 brought some of the dynamic programming theory together by observing that the
class of decomposable graphs noted by Bern et al. are the same as the bounded tree-width graph
class utilized by Arnborg and Proskurowski [2]. Also, some techniques (namely those from Bern et
al.) could be thought of as outgrowths of a Hedetniemi, Hedetniemi and Laskar paper where they
discussed ideas on designing linear-time algorithms via finite state tables[37]. There are also two
recent papers by Goddard and Hedetneimi [29] and Goddard [27] that discuss some other aspects of
the Wimer method and provides a program that can automate the creation of Wimer tables.
Frequently we will need the use of a decomposition tree, a representation of the graph and
how it is composed from the simplest elements (the leaves), to the final graph (the root) and the
operations required. There are several results regarding parsing a graph into a decomposition tree,
including papers by Takamizawa et al. [73] [74]. Wimer has multiple parsing proofs and algorithms
in his thesis, including ones for maximal outerplanar graphs and 2-connected series-parallel graphs
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[80]. As mentioned earlier, Ho et al., has a parallel algorithm for decomposing a generalized series-
parallel graph [42].
Throughout the thesis we will present algorithms for maximal or minimal parameters on trees.
It is important to note that Bern et al. [6] presented constructions that will allow us to go from the
simpler non-extremal (maximal or minimal) tables of a parameter to the extremal table. We do not
use this machinery in this thesis to develop most of our tables as this particular machinery was not
discovered and understood until most of the algorithms were already developed or in development,
despite the paper being 20 years old. The machinery that Bern et al. provide does require a signifi-
cant expansion of equivalence classes and then reduction to the final table which for any significant
sized Wimer edge variant table would be difficult to design by hand. Fortunately, Professor God-
dard’s program, discussed in Chapter 9, can automate this process for us, but aside from the tables
for ev-domination (Chapter 4, Section 3) and total edge domination (Chapter 4, Section 2) it was not
used as part of our development process.
It is important to note what is novel about our approach. Specifically, it would seem that papers
by Bern, Lawler and Wong [6] and Mahajan and Peters [55] include specifics in regards to these
edge parameters. Thus how is our approach different than what is noted by those two papers? While
their notions on how general subgraph properties include the same increase in operators that we
utilize as part of our variant to the Wimer methodology, our variant is primarily an extension of
the Wimer methodology rather than the methodology from Bern, Lawler and Wong. Bern, Lawler
and Wong’s methodology primarily revolves around utilizing a multiplication table created via their
finite-range homomorphisms to compute the optimal solution at each node of a parse tree rather than
the recurrence system approach of Wimer. We extend Wimer’s original methodology to include the
general subgraph operations noted by Bern, Lawler and Wong in order to address edge sets. To
the best of our knowledge, Wimer did not consider this variation to his methodology. In addition,
as part of focusing on non-automated processes to create these algorithms (note that Bern, Lawler
and Wong’s methodology is primarily machinery that can be easily automated) we gain a deeper
understanding of the problem and are able to create descriptions of our equivalence classes that are
more precise than those created via Bern, Lawler and Wong’s methods. It appears that the edge set-
property solutions are more complex than vertex set-property solutions developed using the original
Wimer method. Due to this observation, we have had to refine the verbiage we use to describe
equivalence classes in an attempt to properly define those classes for the reader. Finally, while not
specific to the approach, the variant we developed was used in designing solutions for several open
problems that are discussed later in the thesis.
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1.3 Applications
There are multiple applications we can discuss in reference to the parameters we discuss in this
thesis. Matchings can be used (and have been used) extensively for routing problems, like packet
routing [64]. b-matchings can be used specifically for mesh refinement problems in computer-aided
design programs [60]. Weighted domination can be useful in any number of applications. Facilities
can be placed at points across a network in order to provide service, but to build those facilities
there is a cost. Minimizing this cost can be useful in providing cost-effective service over a given
network [85] [61]. Weighted edge domination could be thought of as costs for building a bridge, or
reinforcing a road. You want to be able to have a secure road available at every point, but you would
like to minimize your cost.
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Chapter 2
The Wimer Edge Variant
One of the limitations of the Wimer method for constructing algorithms on graphs that are partial
k-trees [82] is that it is heavily focused on vertex-based problems. In order to solve edge-based
problems, we present a variant of the dynamic programming method presented by Wimer et al.
in 1985 [82] [80]. As an example, we use it to provide algorithms for computing the maximum
matching number and the minimum cardinality of a maximal matching for a tree.
In order to do this, we begin with some definitions. Let T = (V, E) be a rooted tree with the root
denoted by r, a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. We will consider rooted edge-marked trees (
T, S, r ), hereafter called rem trees, some of whose edges S are marked.
2.1 The Wimer Edge Variant
The original Wimer method looked at marked sets of vertices in a tree and how these sets behave
under composition. The variation of the Wimer methodology we have developed allows one to
compute optimum sets of (marked) edges rather than sets of vertices. The Wimer Edge Variant is a
simple adaptation that allows two kinds of compositions of two rooted subtrees, one of which marks
the edge between the two roots, while the other composition leaves this edge unmarked.
1. Not Marking the Edge: given two rem trees (T1, S 1, r1) and (T2, S 2, r2), we form the rem tree
(T1^T2, S 1 ∪ S 2, r1) by adding an unmarked edge between r1 in T1 and r2 in T2. We denote
this operation by T1^T2.
2. Marking the Edge: given two rem trees (T1, S 1, r1) and (T2, S 2, r2), we form the rem tree
(T1_T2, S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ {r1r2}, r1) by adding a marked edge between r1 in T1 and r2 in T2. We
denote this operation T1_T2.
In order to compute an optimum number (minimum or maximum) of a set of marked edges in a rem
tree having some property P of interest, we need to define a congruence relation on the set of rem
trees.
We say that we have aWimer edge congruence for a given edge set property P if we can partition
the family of all rem trees into a finite number of equivalence classes such that:
1. The corresponding equivalence relation is invariant under the two rooted subtree composition
operations.
2. The set of all rem trees whose set of marked edges has the given property P is the union of
some of these equivalence classes.
By invariance under the two composition operations we mean that if two rem trees (T1, S 1, r1) and
(T2, S 2, r2) are equivalent under the congruence, and (T, S , r) is any rem tree, then:
1. (T1^T, S 1 ∪ S , r1) is equivalent to (T2^T, S 2 ∪ S , r2),
2. (T^T1, S ∪ S 1, r) is equivalent to (T^T2, S ∪ S 2, r),
3. (T1_T, S 1 ∪ S , r1) is equivalent to (T2_T, S 2 ∪ S , r2),
4. (T_T1, S ∪ S 1, r) is equivalent to (T_T2, S ∪ S 2, r).
Given a Wimer edge congruence, of index k, we can construct a k× k table whose rows and columns
are labeled with the equivalence classes, numbered 1, 2, . . . , k, and whose (i, j) entry is the pair
of congruence classes i^ j : i_ j. Each entry will have the resulting equivalence class from the
composition operations. If we encounter two equivalence classes t and u that have equivalent rows
and columns and both classes are either final classes or they are not final classes, then we can say
that t and u are equivalent and can remove one of those equivalence classes from our description and
our table.
From this table we can construct a set of recurrence equations that will drive the algorithm. A
recurrence equation [i] will have members [ j] + [l] if i appears in the jlth entry in the table on the
left side of the colon and [ j] + [l] + 1 if i appears in the jlth entry in the table on the right side of the
colon. From the classes defined earlier, we can determine the initial vector for the algorithm. This
is the vector that all vertices are initialized to which has k elements. For algorithms on trees, the
first entry will always be 0, if you always have your initial class (one single vertex in the smallest
representative of that class) as your first class. The first class will always be the one and only initial
class in the algorithms on trees developed later in the thesis. The remaining entries will either be
∞ or −∞ depending on whether you are minimizing or maximizing over the recurrence equations
respectively. Also from the classes defined earlier, we can determine which entries in the vector we
are allowed to use when computing the final cardinality value for our algorithm. We call these final
classes and we will minimize or maximize over these entries in the root vector once the algorithm
has completed to determine our result.
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Once these pieces are in place, we can begin running the algorithm. From the bottom of the
tree, up to the root, we start composing subtrees, calculating the resulting vector from the recurrence
equations. If we are composing two subtrees T1 rooted at r and T2 rooted at q with the resulting
subtree rooted at r, then an entry in the recurrence equation [x] = [i] + [ j] will take the ith entry
from the vector at r and the jth entry from the vector at q. Calculate all the values in a particular
recurrence equation and either minimize or maximize (depending on what result you are seeking)
and the value found in this way will be put into the resulting vector as the xth entry. After repeating
this step until all compositions are complete, the vector at the root of the tree will contain the desired
result as one of the entries of the vector corresponding to a final class.
It is important to note that this variant is largely inspired by the work of Bern, Lawler and
Wong where they discuss general subgraph compositions and building algorithms for recursive
structures[5][6]. Further, while there are several methodologies for developing linear-time algo-
rithms for trees and other families of recursive structures e.g. [11], the Wimer approach provides a
simpler algorithm. The Wimer table can also be used for other results and can be derived in different
ways [27][29].
2.2 Maximal Matching
As an example of the Wimer edge variant we present an algorithm to compute both the maximum
cardinality of a matching and the minimum cardinality of a maximal matching for a tree. As men-
tioned before, Mitchell computed the maximum matching number for a tree in linear time [58] and
the lower number is equal to the minimum edge domination number of a graph [1], which is calcu-
lated in linear time for a tree in Mitchell and Hedetniemi [59]. Other algorithms for computing the
minimum edge domination number of a tree are presented in Horton and Kilakos in 1993 [43] and
later in this thesis. Also note there is a linear algorithm for the lower matching number (called the
minimum-maximal matching problem in the paper) on the class of series-parallel graphs by Richey
and Parker in 1988 [68]. This example, while not a new algorithm, provides a good, simple example
of the Wimer edge variant.
A set of edges M ⊆ E is called a matching if no two edges in M share a common vertex. The
upper matching number or the maximum matching number will be denoted by β1(G) while β1(G)
will denote the lower matching number or the minimum cardinality of a maximal matching. A
matching is maximal if there does not exist a non-marked edge that is not adjacent to a marked edge.
A vertex v is said to be saturated by a matching M if it is incident to an edge in M.
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Figure 2.1: Matching: Example of Maximal Matching Classes
To compute β1(T ) for a tree T , we begin by determining the equivalence classes that can be
created by a maximal matching M. A Wimer edge congruence for a maximal matching has three
equivalence classes presented in Figure 2.1:
[1] = the class of all rooted edge-marked trees (rem) where the root r is saturated by M and the set
of marked edges is a maximal matching of T .
[2] = the class of all rem trees where r is not saturated and M is a maximal matching of T − {r}. M
will become a maximal matching of T if a marked edge added incident to r.
[3] = the class of all rem trees where r is saturated by M and M is a maximal matching of T .
Note that the difference between the descriptions of class 1 and class 2 is subtle. The information
regarding the set M and whether it is a maximal matching of can tell the reader a great deal about
how each particular class behaves. At first glance class 1 and class 2 seem to be the same class, but
when we look at the information for the set M then we see the difference. In class 1 the root is not
incident to any marked edge, but all of its children, if any, are incident to marked edges and the set
M is maximal. In class 2 the root is not incident to any marked edge, and it has at least one child that
is not incident to a marked edge, which implies that the set M is not maximal unless you remove the
root from the tree.
Now that the classes have been defined we can consider the composition of a tree T from its
subtrees. These are presented in Table 2.1. If a composition from two subtrees would create a tree
violating one or more of the parameters defined, then the appropriate entry is marked with a hyphen.
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1 2 3
1 2:3 -:3 1:-
2 2:3 -:3 2:-
3 3:- -:- 3:-
Final Classes: 1, 3
Table 2.1: Table for Maximal Matching
Deriving the recurrence equations from the table requires just a simple scan of the table. For
instance, for the recurrence equation for [1] we scan the table and search for any instance of [1]
within the cells. Each time we find one, we can add that composition to the recurrence equation.
The recurrence equations for a maximum matching are:
[1] = [1] + [3]
[2] = max {[1] + [1], [2] + [1], [2] + [3]}
[3] = max {[1] + [1] + 1, [1] + [2] + 1, [2] + [1] + 1, [2] + [2] + 1, [3] + [1], [3] + [3]}
From the class descriptions we know that the only initial class (the only class a single vertex can
be in) is class 1. Thus, our initial vector is [0, −∞, −∞]. The −∞ is used to make sure that invalid
classes stay invalid classes. If we wanted to instead find the minimum cardinality of a maximal
matching, we would switch each ’max’ in the recurrence equation to a ’min’, and change each −∞
in the initial vector to +∞. Each vertex in the tree is initialized with this initial vector. Also from the
class descriptions we know that the only classes that can contain a maximal matching are [1] and [3].
Thus, [1] and [3] are our final classes. When we complete a run of the algorithm, the root of the tree
will have a vector which contains the results from the compositions of all the subtrees of the tree. In
the case of maximum matching, we will look at the first and third entries in the vector (since they
are our final classes) and take the maximum of those two numbers. That number will represent the
maximum matching number for that tree. Again, if we were looking for the minimum cardinality of
a maximal matching we would be minimizing instead of maximizing these two numbers.
As the last part of our discussion, we have to address concerns over the correctness of the al-
gorithm. The primary way that we prove the correctness of an algorithm is to show that the table
we created is closed and correct. A table is closed if there is no need for any additional equivalence
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Figure 2.2: Matching: Composition of a Class 1 with a Class 3
Figure 2.3: Matching: Composition of a Class 3 with a Class 2
classes and is correct if every entry of the table is correct for the given composition. An entry in
the table is correct if, given a property P and two rem subtrees T1 and T2 of class [i] and [ j] respec-
tively, the (i, j)-entry of the table is v : y if and only if T1^T2 = v and T1_T2 = y where v and y
are equivalence classes of the property P with respect to rem trees. The table is closed if no further
equivalence classes are required in respect to the parameter and the class of the graph. We can show
that the table is closed and correct by discussing the correctness of each entry in the table. Since
going through every entry can take up a tremendous amount of space, for brevity’s sake, we usually
only select a handful of entries to discuss and leave the remainder to the reader. We will discuss four
entries, [1] ^ [3], [1] _ [3], [3] ^ [2] and [3] _ [2].
Consider a subtree in class 1 and a subtree in class 3. Since the left root becomes the root of
the tree resulting from the composition of adding the edge between the two roots, no further edges
will be added to the right root. Thus this is the last thing that will happen to the subtree in class
3. If we do not mark the edge that is created by the composition (we do not add it to the set) then
we can see that the left root is not incident to any marked edges and the subtree contains a maximal
matching, which is the description of a class 1. If we do mark the edge (adding it to the set) then we
will have two edges in the set, the one we just marked and the one from the class 3 subtree that are
adjacent to each other. This violates the definition of a matching and thus is an invalid composition.
An illustration of this composition is presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Matching: Baseline Graph
Consider a subtree in class 3 and a subtree in class 2. This is the last thing that will happen
to the subtree in class 2. If we do not mark the edge that is created by the composition then the
non-marked edge in the class 2 subtree could have been marked and added to M. Thus M will not
be a maximal matching, making this an invalid composition. If we do mark the edge then we will
have two adjacent edges in M and M will again not be a maximal matching. This composition is
also invalid. An illustration of this is presented in Figure 2.3.
2.3 Algorithm Example
Here we present a run of the algorithm developed in the previous section. We will find the maxi-
mum matching for the tree in Figure 2.4. The vertices are labeled to make it easier to describe the
computation.
The recurrence equations we will use are listed in the previous section. Each vertex has a vector
that is initially set to [0, −∞, −∞]. Each computation step is formatted i → j = [x, y, z] where i → j
indicates that this is the composition of the subtree rooted at i with the subtree rooted at j, resulting
in a subtree rooted at j. The resulting vector is in the brackets following the composition. We will
detail how the first three resulting vectors are determined then simply give the resulting vector for
the remaining compositions.
The computation:
11→ 9 = from vertex 9 - [0, −∞, −∞]
from vertex 11 - [0, −∞, −∞]
[1] = 0 + −∞ = −∞
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[2] = max {0 + 0, −∞ + 0, −∞ + −∞} = 0
[3] = max {0 + 0 + 1, 0 + −∞ + 1, −∞ + 0 + 1, −∞ + −∞ + 1, −∞ + 0, −∞ + −∞} = 1
Resulting vector at vertex 9 = [−∞, 0, 1]
10→ 9 = from vertex 9 - [−∞, 0, 1]
from vertex 10 - [0, −∞, −∞]
[1] = −∞ + −∞ = −∞
[2] = max {−∞ + 0, 0 + 0, 0 + −∞} = 0
[3] = max {−∞ + 0 + 1, −∞ + −∞ + 1, 0 + 0 + 1, 0 + −∞ + 1, 1 + 0, 1 + −∞} = 1
Resulting vector at vertex 9 = [−∞, 0, 1]
9→ 7 = from vertex 7 - [0, −∞, −∞]
from vertex 9 - [−∞, 0, 1]
[1] = 0 + 1 = 1
[2] = max {0 + −∞, −∞ + −∞, −∞ + 1} = −∞
[3] = max {0 + −∞ + 1, 0 + 0 + 1, −∞ + −∞ + 1, −∞ + 0 + 1, −∞ + −∞, −∞ + 1} = 1
Resulting vector at vertex 7 = [1, −∞, 1]
7→ 3 = [1, 1, 2]
3→ 1 = [2, 1, 2]
8→ 5 = [−∞, 0, 1]
5→ 2 = [1, −∞, 1]
4→ 2 = [−∞, 1, 2]
6→ 2 = [−∞, 1, 2]
2→ 1 = [4, 3, 4]
The final vector is [4, 3, 4]. Since the final classes are 1 and 3, we take the maximum of those
two entries from the final vector giving us 4 which is the maximum matching for the tree in Figure
2.4.
We note again that we can easily determine the minimum cardinality of a maximal matching by
running the above algorithm example, but instead of having ’max’ we will have ’min’ and instead
of −∞ we will have +∞. Replacing these things and then repeating the calculations will yield
β1. Frequently throughout the thesis, we will note that a particular Wimer edge variant designed
algorithm can yield both the upper and lower numbers for a given parameter. In most of these
cases one of the two numbers can be produced with a simpler non-extremal table, for instance,
the (maximum) matching number can be found using a simpler non-extremal table rather than the
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maximal table presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 3
Edge Cover & ecir
In this chapter we discuss two algorithms for finding the upper and lower edge cover and edge
cover irredundance numbers. These two algorithms will use the Wimer Edge Variant exclusively.
3.1 Edge Cover
As a simple example of the Wimer Edge Variant we present an algorithm to find the upper edge
covering number for a tree T with root r. An edge cover is a set S of marked edges such that every
vertex in V is incident with an edge in S [77]. Given an edge cover S ⊆ E, if a vertex v is only
incident to one edge in S , say uv, in S , then we say that vertex v is a private vertex of uv. An edge
cover S is a minimal edge cover if and only if every edge uv ∈ S has at least one private vertex.
The edge covering number of a tree T is the minimum cardinality of a (minimal) edge cover, and
is denoted α1(T ). The upper edge covering number α+1 (T ) equals the maximum cardinality of a
minimal edge cover of T .
It is well known that the matching number β1(G) can be computed in polynomial time for any
graphG [56], and that α1(G)+β1(G) = n for any graphG of order n. An early algorithm of Mitchell
[58] computes β1(T ) for any tree T in O(n) time. It is also well-known [1] that for any graph G,
β1(G) = γ′(G), the edge domination number of G, and that the corresponding decision problems for
either β1(G) or γ′(G) are NP-complete. However, Mitchell and Hedetniemi have constructed a linear
algorithm for computing the value of γ′(T ) for any tree T [59]. As far as we know, no algorithm has
been published for computing the upper edge covering number of any class of graphs.
To compute the upper edge covering number of a tree we have to determine the equivalence
classes of the class of all rem subtrees that can be created by a minimal edge cover S . A Wimer
edge congruence for a minimal edge cover can be constructed that has three equivalence classes:
[1]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is not incident to a marked edge, but the set of
marked edges S forms a minimal edge cover of T − {r}. S can become a minimal edge cover of T if
a marked edge is added incident to r.
Figure 3.1: Edge Cover: Examples of Minimal Edge Covering Classes
Figure 3.2: Edge Cover: Example Tree
[2]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv, v is a private vertex
of rv, and the set of marked edges S forms a minimal edge cover of T .
[3]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv, v is not a private
vertex of rv, and the set of marked edges S forms a minimal edge cover of T .
Figure 3.2 shows an example tree with a minimal edge cover set. Each vertex is labeled with the
last class of the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
Now that the classes have been defined, we consider the composition of an arbitrary rem tree T
from its subtrees. The compositions are presented in the table below. If a particular composition of
two rem subtrees would not create a tree with a required property, the appropriate entry is marked
with a hyphen. The Wimer table for minimal edge cover is provided in Table 3.1.
In order to compute the maximum cardinality of a minimal edge cover, we define the following
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1 2 3
1 -:2 1:3 1:-
2 -:2 2:- 2:-
3 -:- 3:- 3:-
Final Classes: 2, 3
Table 3.1: Table for Minimal Edge Covering Sets
Figure 3.3: Edge Cover: Composition of a Class 1 with a Class2
set of recurrence equations derived from Table 3.1:
[1] = max{[1] + [2], [1] + [3]}
[2] = max{[1] + [1] + 1, [2] + [1] + 1, [2] + [2], [2] + [3]}
[3] = max{[1] + [2] + 1, [3] + [2], [3] + [3]}
Here [i] denotes the maximum cardinality of a set S of marked edges in a rem tree in congruence
class i.
The only case that can be a start state for this algorithm is a class 1 rem tree with only one vertex.
The initial vector for a tree with one vertex is [0, -∞, -∞]. The algorithm can only terminate in a
class 2 or a class 3. That is, the upper edge covering number is the maximum of [2] and [3] at the
root.
We will not go through every entry in Table 3.1. We will discuss [1] ^ [2], [1] _ [2], [2] ^ [2]
and [2] _ [2] and leave the remainder to the reader.
Consider a subtree of class 1 and a subtree of class 2. If we take the edge between the two
subtrees, we create a rem tree that has a path of two consecutive marked edges. This is a class 3.
If we do not take the edge between the two subtrees, we will have a rem tree where the root is not
incident to any marked edge, which is a class 1. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Edge Cover: Composition of a Class 2 with a Class 2
Figure 3.5: ecir: P9 Example
Finally, consider two subtrees of class 2. If we take the edge between the two subtrees, we will
have a path of three consecutive marked edges. In this case the set of marked edges cannot become
a minimal edge cover; this is an invalid composition. If we choose not to take the composition edge,
we do not change the tree from a class 2. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.4.
3.2 Edge Cover Irredundance
A set S ⊆ E is called an edge cover irredundant set (ecir-set) if every edge in S covers at least one
vertex that no other edge in S covers, that is, every edge in S has a private vertex [36]. Let ecir(G)
and ECIR(G) denote, respectively, the minimum and maximum cardinalities of a (maximal) ecir-set
in a graphG. Our next algorithm can be used to calculate both the ecir(T ) and ECIR(T ) for any tree
T . These are the first algorithms for this new concept. It should be noted that every minimal edge
cover is a maximal ecir-set but not conversely. That is, not every maximal ecir-set is a (minimal)
edge cover [36]. The path P9 in Figure 3.5 has a maximal ecir-set (as indicated) of cardinality 4,
while the smallest cardinality of an edge cover is 5.
We will start by describing the classes of rem trees that can be created by a maximal ecir-set S .
Let T be the tree we are considering and r the root of the current subtree. There are six classes to
consider, examples of which are presented in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7 shows an example tree with a
maximal ecir-set. Each vertex is labeled with the last class of the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem trees in which the root r is not incident to a marked edge. The set of marked
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Figure 3.6: ecir: Examples of Maximal ecir Classes
Figure 3.7: ecir: Example Tree
edges S forms a maximal ecir-set of T .
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to any marked edges. r has at least one child
v that is also not incident to any marked edges. S will become a maximal ecir-set of T if a marked
edge is added incident to r.
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to a marked edge rv. v is not adjacent to any
other vertices. S forms a maximal ecir-set of T .
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to a marked edge. r has at least one child v
that is incident to a marked edge vy and y is not incident to any other marked edges. S will become
a maximal ecir-set of T if a marked edge is added incident to r.
[5]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to a marked edge rv. v is incident to at least
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one non-marked edge vy but no marked edges. y is incident to at least one non-marked edge but no
marked edges. S will become a maximal ecir-set of T if a marked edge is added incident to r.
[6]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to a marked edge rv. v is incident to a marked
edge vy and y is not incident to any other marked edges. S forms a maximal ecir-set of T .
Now that the classes have been defined, we can determine compositions of a tree T from all
possible rem subtree compositions, presented in Table 3.2.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2:3 -:5 4:6 -:3 -:6 1:-
2 2:- -:- 2:6 -:- -:6 2:-
3 -:3 -:3 3:- -:3 -:- 3:-
4 2:3 -:5 4:6 -:3 -:6 4:-
5 -:3 -:3 5:- -:3 -:- 5:-
6 6:- -:- 6:- -:- -:- 6:-
Final Classes: 1, 3, 6
Table 3.2: Table for Maximal Edge Cover Irredundance Sets
From Table 3.2, recurrence equations can be defined in order to compute the minimum cardinal-
ity of a maximal ecir-set. The initial vector is [0,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞] and final classes are 1, 3 and 6.
[1] = [1] + [6]
[2] = min {[1] + [1], [2] + [1], [2] + [3], [2] + [6], [4] + [1]}
[3] = min {[1] + [1] + 1, [1] + [4] + 1, [3] + [1] + 1, [3] + [2] + 1, [3] + [3], [3] + [4] + 1, [3] + [6],
[4] + [1] + 1, [4] + [4] + 1, [5] + [1] + 1, [5] + [2] + 1, [5] + [4] + 1}
[4] = min {[1] + [3], [4] + [3], [4] + [6]}
[5] = min {[1] + [2] + 1, [4] + [2] + 1, [5] + [3], [5] + [6]}
[6] = min {[1] + [3] + 1, [1] + [5] + 1, [2] + [3] + 1, [2] + [5] + 1, [4] + [3] + 1, [4] + [5] + 1, [6]
+ [1], [6] + [3], [6] + [6] }
We will discuss four entries in the table [2] ^ [3], [2] _ [3], [5] ^ [5] and [5] _ [5].
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Figure 3.8: ecir: Composition of a Class 2 with a Class 3
Figure 3.9: ecir: Composition of a Class 5 with a Class 5
Consider a subtree of class 2 and a subtree of class 3. If we do not take the edge created by the
composition then our subgraph still fits the description of a class 2 as it requires the subgraph to be
composed with a path of two marked edges to become maximal. If we do take the edge then we
have a class 6 where we have two marked edges in a row from the root. An example of this is shown
in Figure 3.8.
Consider two subtrees of class 5, one rooted at r and one rooted at q. The resulting subgraph
will be rooted at r. If we do not take the edge created by the composition, then the non-marked
edge adjacent to the marked edge in the subgraph rooted at q should have been taken to keep the
set maximal. If we do take the edge, then that edge does not have a vertex that only that edge is
covering, violating the irredundance of the set. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Chapter 4
Edge Domination Parameters
In this chapter we will discuss algorithms for finding the upper and lower numbers for edge, total
edge and ev-domination. In our study of these three domination parameters we will use our Wimer
edge variant exclusively. The tables for total edge domination and ev-domination were both created
by a program supplied by Dr. Wayne Goddard. A discussion of this program is provided in Chapter
9.
4.1 Minimal Edge Domination
In 1977, Mitchell et al. presented an algorithm that solved the problem of minimum edge dominating
sets in trees in linear time and space [59] (there was another linear time algorithm presented by
Horton and Kilakos in 1993 [43]). However, the algorithm given in [59] was somewhat complex.
In this section we present the (to the best of our knowledge) first linear-time algorithm for finding
the upper edge domination number in an arbitrary tree, utilizing theWimer edge variant. Due to the
nature of the Wimer method, this can also be used to compute the (minimum) edge domination
number of a rem tree, but in a fashion that is simpler than the method presented by Mitchell et al.
An edge dominating set is a set S where every edge not in S is adjacent to an edge in S . The
upper edge domination Γ
′
(G) number is the maximum cardinality of a minimal edge dominating set
[59].
To compute the upper edge domination number of a tree, we begin by determining the possible
types of rem subtrees that can be created by a minimal edge dominating set, denoted S . Let T be the
tree for which we are computing the upper edge domination number. Let r be the root of the current
subtree. S is composed of edges between two saturated, matched vertices. A private edge is an
edge that is dominated exclusively by a single member of the set. There are six classes to consider,
as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows an example tree with a minimal edge dominating set.
Each vertex is labeled with the last class of the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in S and any edges incident
with r are unmarked but dominated. Any unmarked edges incident with r are private edges to an
Figure 4.1: Edge Domination: Example Tree
edge in S that has more than one private edge. S is a minimal edge dominating set of T .
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in S and an edge incident to r is a
private edge to a marked edge that only has that unmarked edge as a private edge, as in, that marked
edge is not a private edge to itself. S is a minimal edge dominating set of T .
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in S and an edge incident with r
is not dominated. S is not a minimal edge dominating set of T but can be made minimal by adding
a marked edge incident to r.
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to exactly one marked edge rv that has a private
edge and rv has no private edge other than itself incident with v. S is a minimal edge dominating set
of T .
[5]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to a marked edge and every marked edge inci-
dent with the root has a private edge not incident to the root. S is a minimal edge dominating set of T .
[6]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to exactly one marked edge rv that does not
have a private edge, not even itself. S is not a minimal edge dominating set of T but can be made
minimal by adding an unmarked edge incident to r.
Now that the cases have been defined, we can consider the composition of a tree T from various
subtrees. The compositions are presented in Table 4.1 and if two subtrees would create an invalid
tree, the appropriate box is marked with a -.
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Figure 4.2: Edge Domination: Examples of Edge Domination Cases
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3:4 3:- -:5 1:- 1:6 2:-
2 -:- -:- -:- 2:- 2:- 2:-
3 3:4 3:- -:5 3:- 3:4 -:-
4 4:- 4:- -:- 4:- 4:- -:-
5 5:- 5:- -:5 5:- 5:- -:-
6 4:- 4:- -:- 6:- 6:- -:-
Final Classes: 1, 2, 4, 5
Table 4.1: Table for Minimal Edge Dominating Sets
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 4.1 can be derived as shown in previous chapters.
Note that we will be maximizing over the equations to determine the upper edge domination number.
The only case that can logically exist for a single, isolated vertex is case 1. Thus the initial
vector will be [0, −∞, -∞, −∞, -∞, −∞]. Once the algorithm completes its execution we can only
terminate in a case 1, 2, 4 or 5.
We will not go through every entry in Table 4.1. We will discuss [1] ^ [1], [1] _ [1], [3] ^ [5]
and [3] _[5].
Consider two subtrees of class 1. If we mark the composition edge then we see that we have a
root that is incident to a marked edge, and that marked edge has only itself as a private edge, the
definition of a class 4. If we do not mark the composition edge then r is incident to at least one
undominated, unmarked edge which is a class 3. An example of this is presented in Figure 4.3.
Finally, consider a subtree of class 3 and a subtree of class 5. If we mark the composition edge
rq, then the root will be incident with a marked edge and that edge has no private edge incident
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Figure 4.3: Edge Domination: Composition of a Class 1 with a Class 1
Figure 4.4: Edge Domination: Composition of a Class 3 with a Class 5
with q but a private edge incident with r. This fits the behavior of a class 4. If we do not mark the
composition edge, then we still have a class 3 due to the root being incident with no marked edges
and being incident to an undominated edge. An example of this is presented in Figure 4.4.
4.2 Minimal Total Edge Domination
In the Mitchell et al. paper [59], they presented the idea of total edge domination, but did not provide
an algorithm for this problem in trees. In this section we present the first algorithm for finding the
upper total edge domination number in an arbitrary tree utilizing theWimer edge variant. Due to the
nature of the Wimer method, this will also give the (lower) total edge domination number as well.
A set S of edges is a total edge dominating set if every edge in E is adjacent to an edge in S
[59]. The upper total edge domination number is the maximum cardinality of a minimal total edge
dominating set.
As before, we start by determining the possible types of subtrees that can be created by a minimal
total edge dominating set S . If a description mentions a private edge, that private edge is unmarked.
The Wimer congruence for minimal total edge dominating sets has ten classes:
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[1]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is not incident to a marked edge. Adding two
edges rv1, rv2 ∈ S will result in another minimal total edge dominating set (mteds). The set of
marked edges forms a minimal total edge dominating set of T .
[2]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is not incident to a marked edge. Adding two
edges rv1, rv2 ∈ S will not result in another mteds. The set of marked edges forms a minimal total
edge domination of T .
[3]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is not incident to a marked edge and is incident
to an undominated edge. The set of marked edges forms a minimal total edge domination of T − {r}.
[4]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to exactly one marked edge rv,
which is undominated. rv has a private edge va. The set of marked edges forms a minimal total edge
dominating set of T − {r, a}. S can become a minimal total edge domination of T if a marked edge
is added incident to r.
[5]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to exactly one marked edge rv and
that edge is undominated. The edge rv has no private edge. The set of marked edges forms a mini-
mal total edge dominating set of T − {r}. S can become a minimal total edge domination of T if a
marked edge is added incident to r.
[6]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv that is domi-
nated by an edge vw which has a private edge. The set of marked edges form a minimal total edge
domination of T .
[7]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv which has no
private edge. rv is the end of a path of three marked edges, the furthest of which has a private edge.
The set of marked edges forms a minimal total edge dominating set of T − {r}. S can become a
minimal total edge domination of T if an unmarked edge is added incident to r.
[8]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv and also has a
private edge. rv is the end of a path of three marked edges, the furthest of which has a private edge.
The set of marked edges form a minimal total edge domination of T .
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Figure 4.5: Total Edge Domination: Example Tree
[9]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv which is domi-
nated by a marked edge vw. Neither rv nor vw has a private edge. The set of marked edges forms a
minimal total edge dominating set of T .
[10]: the class of all rem trees in which the root r is incident to a marked edge rv. rv is the end
of a path of four marked edges, the furthest of which has a private edge. The set of marked edges
forms a minimal total edge dominating set of T − ({r} ∪ A) where A is the set of all children of the
root along marked edges. S can become a minimal total edge domination of T if an unmarked edge
is added incident to r.
Figure 4.5 shows an example tree with a minimal total edge dominating set. Each vertex is
labeled with the last class of the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
Since the classes are now defined, we can consider the composition of a tree T from various
subtrees. The compositions are presented in Table 4.2.
The set of recurrence equations from Table 4.2 can be derived as noted in previous chapters.
Note that we will be maximizing over the recurrence equations in order to compute the maximum
cardinality of a minimal total edge dominating set.
The only case that can logically exist for a single, isolated vertex is case 1. Thus we will have
an initial vector of [0, −∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞]. Once the algorithm completes we
should end in a case 1, 2, 6, 8, or 9 in order to have a minimal total edge domination.
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Figure 4.6: Total Edge Domination: Composition of a Case 1 with a Case 6
Figure 4.7: Total Edge Domination: Composition of a Case 3 with a Case 5
We will not go through every entry in Table 4.2. We will discuss [1] ^ [6], [1] _ [6], [3] ^ [5]
and [3] _ [5], and leave the remainder to the interested reader.
Consider a subtree of class 1 and a subtree of class 6. If we take the edge created we can see that
this added edge is unnecessary at this point, creating a non-minimal situation where removing that
marked edge will not cause the root to need to be incident with a marked edge, which is a class 7. If
we do not take the edge there, we can basically ignore the class 6 subtree since it does not affect the
root in any way, thus remaining a class 1. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.6.
Finally, consider a subtree of class 3 and a subtree of class 5. Not taking the edge here is not
an option as it will leave a marked edge without the possibility of having a partner, thus completing
the "total" characteristic. Taking the edge will leave us with two marked edges in a row creating
a valid total edge dominating set. The child of the root that is not incident to a marked edge will
still have influence over the root because it will prevent the removal of the marking on the edge that
was created by the composition. Thus, this leaves us with a class 9. An example of this is shown in
Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8: ev-Domination: Example of an ev-Dominating Set
4.3 ev-Domination
A set of edges S ⊆ E is called an ev-dominating set (or evd set) if every vertex in V is either incident
with an edge in S or is adjacent to a vertex incident to an edge in S , as presented in [51] and [65]. We
will refer to these as covered and dominated vertices, respectively. If a set S of edges is a minimal
evd set then every edge uv in S must either cover or dominate at least one vertex that is not covered
or dominated by any other edge in S . We refer to these as either private covered vertices or private
dominated vertices of edge uv.
The algorithm we present here can be used to compute both the minimum cardinality of an ev-
dominating set γev(T ) and the maximum cardinality of a minimal ev-dominating set Γev(T ) of any
tree T . An example of an ev-dominating set in a tree is presented in Figure 4.8. The vertices marked
with a "C" are covered by an edge in the set, and the vertices marked with a "D" are dominated by
an edge in the set. This algorithm appears in a work by Jamieson from 2007 [47].
We will start by describing the classes of rem subtrees that can be created by a minimal ev-
dominating set S . Let T be a subtree we are considering and r be the root of T . There are ten classes
to consider, examples of which are presented in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.9 shows an example tree with
a minimal ev-dominating set. Each vertex is labeled with the last class of the rem subtree rooted at
that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem (rooted edge-marked) trees in which the root is neither covered nor domi-
nated by a marked edge in S . S is a minimal evd set of T − {r}, and adding a marked edge incident
to r creates a minimal evd set.
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Figure 4.9: ev-Domination: Example Tree
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is neither covered nor dominated by a marked edge in S .
S is a minimal ev-dominating set of T − {r}, but adding a marked edge incident to r results in an evd
set that is not a minimal evd set.
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not covered but is dominated by a marked edge in S . S
is not a minimal evd set but adding a marked edge incident to r creates a minimal evd set.
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is covered by a marked edge rv. rv has a private dominated
vertex adjacent to v. S is a minimal evd set of T .
[5]: The class of all rem trees in which r is covered by a marked edge rv. S is a minimal evd set of
T . r is the only private covered vertex of edge rv. rv has no private dominated vertices.
[6]: The class of all rem trees in which r is covered by a marked edge rv. S is a minimal evd set of
T and both r and v are private covered vertices of rv. rv has no private dominated vertices.
[7]: The class of all rem trees in which r is covered by a marked edge rv. rv has no private dominated
vertices, and S is not a minimal evd set but adding a leaf to r creates a minimal evd set.
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Figure 4.10: ev-Domination: Examples of ev-Domination Set Classes
[8]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not covered but is dominated by a marked edge vw. w is
a private covered vertex of vw. S is a minimal evd set of T .
[9]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not covered by but r is the unique private dominated
vertex of a marked edge in T . S is a minimal evd set of T .
[10]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not covered by a marked edge, but is dominated from
below by an edge vw. S is a minimal evd set of T . Adding a marked edge that dominates r results
in a minimal evd set.
Now that the classes have been defined, we can consider all possible compositions of a rem tree
(T1, r1) of class [i] with a rem tree (T2, r2) of class [ j] by either adding an unmarked edge r1r2 or
a marked edge r1r2, and determining in either case what is the resulting class of rem trees. The
compositions for minimal evd sets are presented in Table 4.3.
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 4.3 can be derived as shown in previous chapters.
The algorithm proceeds from the leaves of a tree T to its root. We associate with each vertex
v in T a vector with 10 components, the ith component of which contains a value equal to the
minimum number of edges in a rem subtree of class i rooted at v. We initialize this vector to
< 0,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞ > since the rem tree consisting of a single vertex is of class 1 and
contains zero edges. When a new composition is performed between rem trees (T1, r1) and (T2, r2)
the new vector associated with root r1 is computed using the 10 recurrence equations above. Since
the class of rem trees containing minimal evd sets are 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10, when the final vector has
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Figure 4.11: ev-Domination: Composition of a Class 2 with a Class 3
been computed for the root r of T , the value γev(T ) equals the minimum value stored in components
4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10.
In order to prove the correctness of this algorithm it is traditional to discuss the correctness
of every entry of Table 4.3 to ensure that the table is closed (no other classes are necessary) and
that each composition does in fact yield the result noted in each cell of the table. For brevity’s
sake we will not prove these 200 lemmas, but instead will focus on the correctness of three sets
of compositions: [2] ^ [3], [2] _ [3], [3] ^ [2], [3] _ [2], [5] ^ [3] and [5] _ [3]. We leave the
remainder to the interested reader.
Consider a subtree of class 2 rooted at r and a subtree of class 3 rooted at q (Figure 4.11). If we
do not mark the edge rq, then a vertex in the subtree of class 3 will not be covered or dominated.
Since this is the last composition to effect the subtree rooted at q, this composition cannot produce a
minimal evd set and is marked with a hyphen in Table 4.3. If we do mark the edge rq, then there is
a marked edge in the subtree of class 2 that does not need to be marked, meaning that it violates the
minimality of the set. This composition is also invalid.
Consider next a subtree of class 3 rooted at r and a subtree of class 2 rooted at q (Figure 4.12).
If we do not mark the edge rq, then q is not yet dominated but it still can be dominated with a future
composition. This fits the description and behavior of a class 3. If we do mark the edge rq, then a
marked edge in the subtree of class 2 could be unmarked, meaning that it violates the minimality of
the set, resulting in an invalid composition.
Finally, consider a subtree of class 5 rooted at r and a subtree of class 3 rooted at q (Figure 4.13).
If we do not mark the edge rq, then a vertex in the subtree of class 3 will not be dominated, resulting
in an invalid composition. If we do mark the edge rq, then the marked edge incident with the root of
the subtree of class 5 can be unmarked, violating the minimality of the set and resulting in an invalid
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Figure 4.12: ev-Domination: Composition of a Class 3 with a Class 2
Figure 4.13: ev-Domination: Composition of a Class 5 with a Class 3
composition.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 3:5 3:– –:4 –:6 –:9 1:7 2:10 1:10 1:– 2:–
2 –:– –:– –:– –:– –:– 2:– 2:– 2:– 2:– 2:–
3 3:5 3:– –:4 –:6 –:9 3:8 –:9 3:9 3:– –:–
4 4:9 4:– –:6 –:6 –:– 4:9 –:– 4:– 4:– –:–
5 5:9 5:– –:9 –:– –:– 5:– –:– 5:– 5:– –:–
6 6:– 6:– –:6 –:6 –:– 6:– –:– 6:– 6:– –:–
7 8:– 8:– –:9 –:– –:– 7:– –:– 7:– 7:– –:–
8 8:– 8:– –:9 –:– –:– 8:– –:– 8:– 8:– –:–
9 9:– 9:– –:– –:– –:– 9:– –:– 9:– 9:– –:–
10 9:– 9:– –:– –:– –:– 10:– –:– 10:– 10:– –:–
Valid at end is: 1,2,6,8,9,
Table 4.2: Table for Minimal Total Edge Dominating Sets
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 3:6 3:- -:4 8:7 10:- 8:- 9:- 1:5 2:- 1:-
2 -:- -:- -:- 10:- 10:- 10:- 9:- 2:- 2:- 2:-
3 3:6 3:- -:4 3:6 -:- 3:- -:- 3:6 -:- 3:-
4 4:- 4:- -:4 4:- -:- 4:- -:- 4:- -:- 4:-
5 6:- 6:- -:- 7:- -:- 7:- -:- 5:- -:- 5:-
6 6:- 6:- -:- 6:- -:- 6:- -:- 6:- -:- 6:-
7 6:- 6:- -:- 7:- -:- 7:- -:- 7:- -:- 7:-
8 3:6 3:- -:4 8:7 10:- 8:- -:- 8:7 10:- 8:-
9 -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- 9:- 9:- 9:-
10 -:- -:- -:- 10:- 10:- 10:- -:- 10:- 10:- 10:-
Final Classes: 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10
Table 4.3: Table for Minimal ev-Dominating Sets
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Chapter 5
Matching Parameters
In this chapter we will discuss four algorithms for finding the upper and lower numbers for
maximal connected, disconnected, induced and 2-matchings. In our study of these eight matching
parameters, we will use another variant to the Wimer method and a new procedural tool to aid in the
development of these types of algorithms.
5.1 Connected Matchings
AmatchingM is called a connectedmatching if the subgraph induced by the vertices V(M) saturated
by M is connected, as presented in [28]. It is, of course, easy to see that the maximum cardinality
of a connected matching always equals the maximum cardinality of all matchings, and a simple
algorithm exists for computing the matching number of any tree [56]. However to the best of our
knowledge, no algorithm exists for computing the minimum cardinality of a maximal connected
matching on a tree (or any graph for that matter). The path in Figure 5.1 below shows a maximal
connected matching of cardinality 4, the matching number β1(P10) = 5, while the lower matching
number β1 = i′(P10) = 3. Our first algorithm can be used to compute the minimum cardinality of a
maximal connected matching set.
We will start by describing the classes of subgraphs that can be created by a maximal connected
matching set called M. Let T be the tree we are considering and r be the root of the current subtree.
There are three total classes to consider, examples of which are presented in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3
shows an example tree with a maximal connected matching. Each vertex is labeled with the last
class of the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not saturated and is the only vertex in T.
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not saturated. M is a maximal connected matching of T
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not saturated. M is not a maximal connected matching
of T but adding a marked edge, saturating r will cause M to become a maximal connected matching
Figure 5.1: Connected Matching: P10 Example
Figure 5.2: Connected Matching: Examples of Classes
of T .
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is saturated. M is a maximal connected matching of T .
Now that the classes have been defined, we can consider the composition of a rem tree T from
various rem subtrees. The compositions are presented in Table 5.1.
1 2 3 4
1 3:4 -:4 -:4 2:-
2 3:4 -:4 -:4 3:-
3 3:4 -:4 -:4 3:-
4 4:- -:- -:- 4:-
Final Classes: 1, 2, 4
Table 5.1: Table for Maximal Connected Matching Sets
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 5.1 can be derived as shown in Chapter 2 and 3.
We will discuss four entries in the table [1] ^ [3], [1] _ [3], [3] ^ [1] and [3] _ [1].
Consider a rem subtree of class 1 and a rem subtree of class 3. If we do not take the edge between
the two subtrees then we do not have a maximal connected matching. If we do take the edge then
we have an example of a class 4 rem subtree where the root is incident with a marked edge and the
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Figure 5.3: Connected Matching: Example Tree
Figure 5.4: Connected Matching: Composition of a Class 1 with a Class 3
set is a maximal connected matching of T . An example of this is shown in Figure 5.4.
Consider a rem subtree of class 3 and a rem subtree of class 1. If we do not take the edge between
the two subtrees then we have an example of a class 3 rem subtree, where the root is incident with a
non-marked edge and the set M is currently not a maximal connected matching and the root is not a
leaf. If we do take the edge then we have an example of a class 4, where the root is incident with a
marked edge and the set M is a maximal connected matching. An example of this is shown in Figure
5.5.
5.2 Disconnected Matchings
A matching M is called a disconnected matching if the subgraph induced by M is disconnected as
presented in [28]. Our algorithm provides both the maximum cardinality as well as the minimum
cardinality of a maximal disconnected matching set in any tree.
We will start by describing the classes of subgraphs that can be created by a maximal discon-
nected matching set called M. An interesting aspect of this kind of matching is that we must have at
least one instance of two marked edges separated by two non-marked edges (see Figure 5.7, edges 2
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Figure 5.5: Connected Matching: Composition of a Class 3 with a Class 1
Figure 5.6: Disconnected Matching: Example Tree
and 3 are where the disconnect occurs). This phrase "at least one" is cause for concern as normally
we would not be able to adjust whether or not a particular class is a legal "final" class as we apply
the algorithm to a particular tree. Instead we will be using a new procedural tool called transitional
classes to aid us in our algorithm development. The problem seems to indicate that we should tran-
sition from a non-final class to a final class when the algorithm allows us to have two marked edges
separated by the two non-marked edges. We double up on the number of classes, not including the
initial class [1], one set represents "Phase 1" classes ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [13] and [15]), classes that
we may not be able to end on. The second set represents the classes ([6], [7], [8], [9] and [14]) we
transition to after we have our disconnected subgraph. The third set of classes ([10], [11], and [12])
is another set of classes that we transition to after we have a disconnect, but cannot have another
disconnect later in the graph. Let T be the tree we are considering and r be the root of the current
subtree. There are fifteen total classes to consider, presented in Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. Figure 5.6
shows an example tree with a maximal disconnected matching. Each vertex is labeled with the last
class of the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M and T consists of one vertex,
the root. M is a maximal disconnected matching of T .
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Figure 5.7: Disconnected Matching: Example of Maximal Disconnected Matching
Figure 5.8: Disconnected Matching: Examples of First Set Classes
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal matching
of T − {r} but not a disconnected matching.
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal matching of T
but not a disconnected matching.
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal matching
of T but not a disconnected matching.
[5]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. r has a child which is not
saturated. M is a maximal matching of T − {r} but not a disconnected matching of T − {r}.
[6]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to a non-marked edge rv. rv is incident to
another non-marked edge. M is a maximal matching of T − {r} but not a disconnected matching. M
will become a maximal disconnected matching if a marked edge is added incident to r.
[7]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal disconnected
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Figure 5.9: Disconnected Matching: Examples of Second Set Classes
matching of T .
[8]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal discon-
nected matching of T .
[9]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. r has a child which is not
saturated. M is a maximal disconnected matching but adding a marked edge incident to r will make
the set a maximal disconnected matching of T .
[10]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to a path of three non-marked edges rv, vw and
wz. z is incident to a marked edge. M is a maximal matching of T − {r, v} but not a maximal dis-
connected matching. M will become a maximal disconnected matching that cannot have any other
instance of a disconnect if a marked edge is added incident to r.
[11]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident to an edge in M and T cannot have another
instance of a disconnect. M is a maximal disconnected matching of T .
[12]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M and T cannot have another
instance of a disconnect. M is a maximal disconnected matching of T .
[13]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal discon-
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Figure 5.10: Disconnected Matching: Examples of Third Set Classes
nected matching of T , but adding a marked edge incident with r will cause M to become a maximal
connected matching of T .
[14]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M. M is a maximal discon-
nected matching of T . r can have a marked edge incident and M will remain a maximal disconnected
matching of T .
[15]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident to an edge in M and has a child that is not
incident with an edge in M. M is a maximal disconnected matching of T , but adding a marked edge
incident with r will cause M to become a maximal connected matching of T .
Now that the classes have been defined, we can consider the composition of a tree T from various
rem subtrees. The compositions are presented in Table 5.2.
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 5.2 can be derived as shown in Chapter 2 and 3.
We will discuss six entries in the table [1] ^ [4], [1] _ [4], [7] ^ [2], [7] _ [2], [11] ^ [4] and
[11] _ [4].
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 2:3 -:3 4:- 6:3 10:3 10:7 8:- 9:7 -:7 -:11 12:- -:11 14:3 10:7 12:3
2 2:3 -:3 5:- 9:3 10:3 10:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:11 10:- -:11 9:3 10:7 10:3
3 3:- -:- 3:- 7:- 11:- 11:- 7:- 7:- -:- -:- 11:- -:- 7:- 11:- 11:-
4 5:3 -:3 13:- 14:3 10:3 10:7 8:- 9:7 -:7 -:11 10:- -:11 14:3 10:7 10:3
5 5:3 -:3 15:- 9:3 10:3 10:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:11 10:- -:11 9:3 10:7 10:3
6 9:7 -:7 14:- 9:7 -:7 -:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:- -:- -:- 9:7 -:7 -:7
7 7:- -:- 7:- 7:- -:- -:- 7:- 7:- -:- -:- -:- -:- 7:- -:- -:-
8 9:7 -:7 8:- 9:7 -:7 -:7 8:- 9:7 -:7 -:- -:- -:- 9:7 -:7 -:7
9 9:7 -:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:- -:- -:- 9:7 -:7 -:7
10 10:11 -:11 10:- -:11 -:11 -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:11 -:- -:11
11 11:- -:- 11:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:-
12 10:11 -:11 10:- -:11 -:11 -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:11 -:- -:11
13 15:3 -:3 13:- 14:3 10:3 10:7 8:- 9:7 -:7 -:11 10:- -:11 14:3 10:7 10:3
14 9:7 -:7 14:- 9:7 -:7 -:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:- -:- -:- 9:7 -:7 -:7
15 15:3 -:3 15:- 9:3 10:3 10:7 9:- 9:7 -:7 -:11 10:- -:11 9:3 10:7 10:3
Final Classes: 1, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15
Table 5.2: Table for Maximal Disconnected Matching Sets
Figure 5.11: Disconnected Matching: Composition of a Class 1 with a Class 4
Consider a subtree of class 1 and a subtree of class 4. If we take the edge between the two
subtrees then we have an example of a class 3, where the edge incident with the root is a member of
the set, the set forms a maximal matching, but is not a disconnected matching. If we do not take the
edge between the two subtrees then we have an example of a class 6, where the root is not incident
with a marked edge, is the end of a path of two non-marked edges and would be a maximal matching
if we removed the root from the tree. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.11.
Consider a subtree of class 7 and a subtree of class 2. If we take the edge between the two
subtrees then we can clearly see that we would be creating an invalid matching (two marked edges
adjacent). If we do not take the edge then the edge from the subtree of class 2 should have been
taken to make the set M maximal. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.12.
Consider a subtree of class 11 and a subtree of class 4. If we take the edge between the two
subtrees then we create an invalid matching (two marked edges adjacent). If we do not take the edge
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Figure 5.12: Disconnected Matching: Composition of a Class 7 with a Class 2
Figure 5.13: Disconnected Matching: Composition of a Class 11 with a Class 4
then an unmarked edge in the subtree of class 11 should have been marked in order to make the set
M maximal. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.13.
5.3 Induced Matchings
A matching M is called an induced matching if for every edge uv ∈ M the subgraph G[m] induced
by the set of vertices saturated by the edges in m consists of disjoint K2s as defined by Cameron
in 1989 [13]. Zito [86] provides a linear time algorithm for computing the maximum cardinality of
an induced matching in a tree, but our algorithm finds this as well as the minimum cardinality of a
maximal induced matching. This is stated as an open problem in [38].
We will start by describing the classes of subtrees that can be created by a maximal induced
matching M. Let T be the tree we are considering and r be the root of the current rem subtree. There
are five classes to consider as presented in Figure 5.15. Figure 5.14 shows an example tree with a
maximal induced matching of minimum cardinality. Each vertex is labeled with the last class of the
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Figure 5.14: Induced Matching: Example Tree
Figure 5.15: Induced Matching: Examples of Induced Matching Classes
rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in M. M is a maximal induced
matching of T . M will continue to be a maximal induced matching of T if an edge in M is added
incident to r.
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in M. M is not a maximal
induced matching of T , but adding an edge in M incident with r will cause M to become a maximal
induced matching. An edge in M is not required to be incident to r.
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident with an edge in M. M is a maximal induced
matching of T .
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in M. M is a maximal in-
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Figure 5.16: Induced Matching: Composition of a Class 4 with a Class 2
duced matching of T . Adding an edge in M incident with r will cause M to no longer be an induced
matching.
[5]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in M. The edge rv is adjacent
to another non-marked edge, vw. M is not a maximal induced matching. Adding an edge in M
incident to r will cause M to become a maximal induced matching of T . An edge in M is required
to be incident to r.
Now that the classes have been defined we can consider the composition of a tree T from various
rem subtrees. The compositions are presented in Table 5.3.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2:3 5:3 4:- 1:- -:3
2 2:3 5:3 4:- 2:- -:3
3 3:- 3:- -:- 3:- -:-
4 4:- -:- 4:- 4:- -:-
5 5:3 5:3 -:- 5:- -:3
Final Classes: 1, 3, 4
Table 5.3: Table for Maximal Induced Matching Sets
The recurrence relations obtained from Table 5.3 can be derived as shown in Chapter 2 and 3.
We will discuss two entries in the table [4] ^ [2], [4] _ [2], [2] ^ [2] and [2] _ [2].
Consider a subtree of class 4 and a subtree of class 2. If we do not take the edge between the
two subtrees then we do not have a maximal matching because the edge in the class 2 subtree could
have been taken. If we do take the edge between the two subtrees then we have two members of the
set that are connected by another edge in T . This means that the set is not an induced matching and
is invalid. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.16.
Consider two subtrees of class 2. If we do not take the edge between the two subtrees then we
have a path of two non-marked edges that are not incident with a marked edge, leading us to have a
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Figure 5.17: Induced Matching: Composition of a Class 2 with a Class 2
class 5. If we do take the edge then we have a class 3 where the root is incident with a marked edge
and the set M forms a maximal induced matching of T An example of this is shown in Figure 5.17.
5.4 2-Matchings
A matching M in a graph G = (V, E) is called a b-matching if for every vertex v ∈ V the number of
edges in M incident to v is at most b, as defined in [30]. The b-matching number βb(G) equals the
maximum cardinality of a b-matching inG. A linear algorithm for computing the value of βb(T ) for
any tree T is given in [30]. The lower b-matching number βb(G) equals the minimum cardinality of
a maximal b-matching in G. This parameter was not defined nor studied in [30], but the problem
of designing an algorithm to compute the value of βb(T ) for any tree T was stated as an unsolved
problem in [38]. In this section we present a Wimer edge variant algorithm for solving this problem
when b = 2.
As is normal with Wimer style algorithms, we start by defining the classes of rem subtrees that
can be created by a maximal 2-matching M. Let T be the tree we are considering and r be the root of
the current subtree. There are five classes to consider, presented in Figure 5.19. Figure 5.18 shows
an example tree with a maximal b-matching for b = 2. Each vertex is labeled with the last class of
the rem subtree rooted at that vertex.
[1]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in M. M is a maximal 2-
matching of T .
[2]: The class of all rem trees in which r is not incident with an edge in M. M is not a maximal
2-matching of T , but adding two marked edges incident with r will cause M to become a maximal
2-matching of T .
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Figure 5.18: 2-Matching: Example Tree
Figure 5.19: 2-Matching: Examples of 2-Matching Classes
[3]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident with an edge in M, and the root is incident with
2 edges in M. M is a maximal 2-matching of T .
[4]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident with only one edge in M. M is a maximal
2-matching of T .
[5]: The class of all rem trees in which r is incident with only one edge in M and the root is also
incident with an edge not in M that could be marked. M is not a maximal 2-matching of T , but
adding a marked edge incident with r will cause M to become a maximal 2-matching of T .
Now that the classes have been defined we can consider the composition of a tree T from various
subtrees. The compositions are presented in Table 5.4.
The recurrence relations obtained from Table 5.4 can be derived as shown in Chapter 2 and
3. Note that each entry in the equations will have to be rechecked with the original table for any
conditionals it might have.
We will discuss two of the entries of the table, [1] ^ [3], [1] _ [3], [3] ^ [2] and [3] _ [2].
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2:4 -:- 1:- 2:4 -:4
2 2:5 -:- 2:- 2:5 -:5
3 3:- -:- 3:- 3:- -:-
4 5:3 -:- 4:- 5:3 -:3
5 5:3 -:- 5:- 5:3 -:3
Final Classes: 1, 3, 4
Table 5.4: Table for Maximal b-Matching Sets for b = 2
Figure 5.20: 2-Matching: Composition of a Class 1 with a Class 3
Consider a subtree of class 1 and a subtree of class 3. If we do not take the edge between the
two subtrees then we have the root incident with a non-marked edge, and the set M is a maximal
2-matching of the tree. If we do take the edge, then we know that we cannot take the edge created
since it would make q incident with 3 edges. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.20.
Consider a subtree of class 3 and a subtree of class 2. If we do not take the edge between the
two subtrees then we could have taken the edge from the subtree of class 2, making the set M not
maximal. Since the root is already incident with 2 edges in M then we know we cannot take the
created edge making both marking edge and not marking the edge invalid. An example of this is
shown in Figure 5.21.
We note here that while this algorithm is for b-matching for b = 2 we can consider extensions
of this algorithm for b-matching for fixed k. It is possible that utilizing techniques from a paper
by Jamieson et al. [48] along with our edge variant can allow us to take care of generalizing the
2-matching algorithm, but probably at a complexity penalty. As a note the variation noted in [48]
allows us to use ‘if statements with a conditional’ when we need to keep track of a particular value.
As another possibility, it seems that for b > 2 the algorithm can be designed with classes similar
to the classes for 2-matching, but that for higher b numbers, the number of classes will increase.
These additional classes correspond to possible numbers of edges in M incident with the root for
our 2-matching classes 4 and 5.
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Figure 5.21: 2-Matching: Composition of a Class 3 with a Class 2
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Chapter 6
Edge-based Algorithms on the Class of Generalized
Series-Parallel Graphs
The class of two-terminal series-parallel graphs is a class of graphs, each member which has
two specially designated vertices called terminals, usually denoted left (l) and right (r). Every graph
in this class can be constructed recursively, starting from copies of the smallest member of the class,
a K2 whose two vertices are labeled l and r, and repeatedly applying one of two binary operations,
called a series-join and a parallel-join. In this way, every two-terminal series-parallel graph can be
completely described by a rooted binary (parse) tree, each interior vertex of which is labeled either
s (serial) or p (parallel), and every leaf is labeled with a K2 [12] [73] [74]. Series-parallel graphs
have been well studied, cf. [73], [74], [49], [9] or [10] for example, which describes polynomial
algorithms for solving combinatorial optimization problems on this class of graphs.
In this chapter we demonstrate that the Wimer edge variant does not apply to the much less stud-
ied class of generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs (defined in the next section), but instead
only a simple adaptation of the original Wimer method is necessary in order to handle edge-based
parameters. We will detail the adaptation and go through a simple example, maximum matching,
including a run through the algorithm on a sample generalized series-parallel graph. Some work has
been done in regards to edge based parameters and series-parallel graphs in the past, including the
edge-dominating cycle parameter algorithm from a Wimer paper in 1987 [79].
6.1 Generalized Series-Parallel Adaptation
In order to take care of the class of generalized series parallel graphs, very little has to be changed
from the original Wimer method’s application to these graphs. The only change necessary is to
count edges in the set versus vertices in the set. Otherwise, the compositions remain the same and
we will proceed as normal, defining classes, developing the table and then deriving the recurrence
equations.
The class of generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs (G2SP) can be defined recursively
as noted by Wimer and Hedetniemi [81] as follows:
Figure 6.1: Generalized Series-Parallel: Composition Operations
1. K2 is a generalized two-terminal series-parallel graph with terminals l and r.
2. IfG1 andG2 are two-terminal series-parallel graphs with terminals l1, r1 and l2, r2 respectively
then:
(a) the series composition operation of G1 and G2 obtained by composing on r1 and l2
yielding G1 ∪G2 with terminals l1 and r2.
(b) the parallel composition operation ofG1 andG2 obtained by composing on r1, r2 and l1,
l2 yielding G1 ∪G2 with terminals l1 and r1.
(c) the generalized series composition operation ofG1 andG2 obtained by composing on r1
and l2 yielding G1 ∪G2 with terminals l1 and r1.
3. All and only generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs are obtained from a finite number
of applications of 1 and 2.
In the same paper Wimer and Hedetniemi notes that the family of generalized series-parallel
graphs contains outerplanar graphs, 2-trees, cacti and unicyclic classes of graphs as well. Partial
2-trees were noted to be series-parallel graphs in papers by Duffin and Wald and Colbourn [23] [76].
Figure 6.1 illustrates the three G2SP operations. Figure 6.2 is an example of a G2SP with ter-
minals l and r indicated. Figure 6.3 contains a decomposition tree for the G2SP graph in Figure 6.2
with interior vertices labeled either s (series), p (parallel) or g (generalized series). These examples
are due to unpublished notes from Wimer [78].
There will be three tables required for any algorithm due to the three operations (series, parallel,
generalized series). The recurrence equation used will depend on what operation the composition re-
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Figure 6.2: Generalized Series-Parallel: Graph Example
quires which is noted in the decomposition graph as s for series, p for parallel, and g for generalized
series in each of the vertices.
6.2 Maximum Matching on Generalized Two-Terminal Series-
Parallel Graphs
To the best of our knowledge, the following is the first edge-based Wimer method algorithm on the
class of G2SP graphs.
We present a linear algorithm for computing the maximum cardinality of a matching M ⊆ E
in a G2SP graph G = (V, E). As previously noted, polynomial algorithms exist for computing the
matching number of a graph. We present this algorithm for illustrative purposes to show that many
edge-based algorithms can be constructed on the family of graphs using the Wimer methodology.
The first step in this process is to describe the classes of G2SP subgraphs G that can be created
by a maximum matching M. Each subgraph has two terminals, labeled l and r. We call a vertex
saturated if it is incident to a marked edge. Examples of these classes are shown in Figure 6.4.
[1]: The class of all edge-marked generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs where both l and r
are not saturated. The set M is a matching of G.
[2]: The class of all edge-marked generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs where both l and r
are saturated. The set M is a matching of G.
[3]: The class of all edge-marked generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs where l is satu-
rated and r is not. The set M is a matching of G.
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Figure 6.3: Generalized Series-Parallel: Decomposition Tree
[4]: The class of all edge-marked generalized two-terminal series-parallel graphs where r is satu-
rated and l is not. The set M is a matching of G.
Now that the classes have been defined, we can consider the composition of a generalized series-
parallel graph G from various subgraphs. The three tables representing each of the composition
operations are presented in Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
1 2 3 4
1 1 4 1 4
2 3 - - 2
3 3 2 3 2
4 1 - - 4
Final Classes: 1, 2, 3, 4
Table 6.1: Table for Maximum Matching Series Compositions
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 6.1, representing the series composition operation
are as follows.
[1] = max {[1] + [1], [1] + [3], [4] + [1]}
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Figure 6.4: Generalized Series-Parallel: Example of Classes
1 2 3 4
1 1 2 3 4
2 2 - - -
3 3 - - 2
4 4 - 2 -
Final Classes: 1, 2, 3, 4
Table 6.2: Table for Maximum Matching Parallel Compositions
[2] = max {[2] + [4], [3] + [2], [3] + [4]}
[3] = max {[2] + [1], [3] + [1], [3] + [3]}
[4] = max {[1] + [2], [1] + [4], [4] + [4]}
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 6.2, representing the parallel composition opera-
tion are as follows.
[1] = [1] + [1]
[2] = max {[1] + [2], [2] + [1], [3] + [4], [4] + [3]}
[3] = max {[1] + [3], [3] + [1]}
[4] = max {[1] + [4], [4] + [1]}
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1 2 3 4
1 1 4 4 1
2 2 - - 2
3 3 2 2 3
4 4 - - 4
Final Classes: 1, 2, 3, 4
Table 6.3: Table for Maximum Matching Generalized Serial Compositions
The recurrence equations obtained from Table 6.3, representing the generalized series composi-
tion operation are as follows.
[1] = max {[1] + [1], [1] + [4]}
[2] = max {[2] + [1], [2] + [4], [3] + [2], [3] + [3]}
[3] = max {[3] + [1], [3] + [4]}
[4] = max {[1] + [2], [1] + [3], [4] + [1], [4] + [4]}
The decomposition tree tells us which set of recurrence equations to use for any given composi-
tion. Our initial classes are 1 and 2 giving us an initial vector of [0, 1, −∞,−∞]. Our final classes
are 1, 2, 3, and 4.
We will discuss one composition over the three tables, the composition of a [2] + [4] with a
series composition, a parallel composition and a generalized series composition.
Consider a generalized series parallel subgraph of class 2 and a generalized series parallel sub-
graph of class 4. If we apply the series composition then we have a graph that has two saturated
terminals, a class 2. If we apply the parallel composition, then we would have two marked edges
adjacent to each other at the terminal r, making this composition invalid. If we apply the generalized
series composition, then we have a graph that has two saturated terminals, a class 2. An example of
these operations is shown in Figure 6.5.
6.3 Algorithm Run
We will use our graph and decomposition tree from Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 as the graph for our
example algorithm run. We will utilize the recurrence equations from the previous section. We have
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Figure 6.5: Generalized Series-Parallel: Compositions of a Class 2 with a Class 4
labeled each of the vertices of the decomposition tree to ease our descriptions as shown in Figure
6.6, Each computation step is formated with i = [x...z] that indicates the composition of the subgraph
composition rooted at i and a resulting vector to the right of the equals.
The computation:
7 = [0, −∞, 1, 1]
8 = [0, −∞, 1, 1]
9 = [0, −∞, 1, 1]
10 = [0, 1, −∞, 1]
4 = [0, 1, 1, 1]
5 = [0, 1, 1, 1
6 = [0, 1, −∞, 1]
3 = [0, 2, 1, 1]
2 = [1, 3, 2, 2]
1 = [2, 4, 3, 3]
The final vector is [2, 4, 3, 3]. We can only terminate in a class 1, 2, 3 or 4 so we will take
the maximum of those entries, meaning our maximum matching for this generalized series-parallel
graph is 4.
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Figure 6.6: Generalized Series-Parallel: Labeled Decomposition Tree
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Chapter 7
Edge-based Algorithms on the Class of Unicyclic
Graphs
A unicyclic graph is a connected graph having exactly one cycle C [32]. If we were to delete
any edge from C then we would be left with a tree. Along with this definition, Wimer has a re-
cursive definition for unicyclic graphs in his thesis, where you create the unicyclic graph via series
compositions (creating a tree), and one single parallel composition (creating the cycle) [80]. In this
chapter we will show that the Wimer edge variant can be applied to the class of unicyclic graphs
by providing an algorithm for finding the lower and upper edge covering numbers for a unicyclic
graph. We will detail the adaptation required in order to handle designing algorithms for the class
of uncyclic graphs.
7.1 Unicyclic Adaptation
The primary difficulty in designing algorithms for the class of unicyclic graphs is the single cycle C.
Without the cycle C we simply have a tree. We can exploit this property to assist us in developing
a strategy that can allow us to design algorithms for unicyclic graphs using the Wimer edge variant.
That being said, observe that no minimal edge cover set of a graph will contain three marked edges
in a row. If there were three marked edges in a row, then we could unmark the middle edge, retaining
the fact that the set is still an edge cover but reducing the cardinality by one.
Proposition: No minimal edge cover of G contains {a, b, c} ∈ S where a, b and c are three edges in
a row.
Using this proposition, the algorithm for α1(G) whereG is a unicylic graph proceeds as follows:
1. Find the cycle in the graph, label three edges in the cycle in a row a, b, c and break the cycle
by removing a, leaving a tree G − a.
2. Apply the Wimer edge variant algorithm for α1(G − a).
3. Replace the edge removed then repeat for G − b and G − c.
4. Take the minimum of α1(G − a), α1(G − b) and α1(G − c).
Earlier in this thesis (Chapter 3, Section 3.1) we provided an algorithm for computing the mini-
mum cardinality of an edge cover and the maximum cardinality of a minimal edge cover for a tree.
After we break the cycle in a given unicyclic graph, we will apply the algorithm, using the recur-
rence equations given, to find the upper or lower edge cover number for the resulting tree. From
here we have this theorem:
Theorem: Let G be an arbitrary unicyclic graph with cycle C and let a, b, c be any three consecutive
edges on C. Then α1(G) = min {α1(G − a), α1(G − b), α1(G − c)}
Proof: Clearly any α1-set of G − a, G − b, or G − c is an edge cover of G. Therefore α1(G) ≤
min{α1(G − a), α1(G − b), α1(G − c)}. We must show that α1(G) ≥ min{α1(G − a), α1(G − b),
α1(G − c)}. Let F be any α1-set of G. By the Proposition above, F does not contain a, b, and c
together. Suppose F does not contain x ∈ {a, b, c}. Then F is an edge cover of G − x. Therefore,
α1(G − x) ≤ α1(G) but min{α1(G − a), α1(G − b), α1(G − c)} ≤ α1(G − x) ≤ α1(G). Thus, α1(G) =
min{α1(G − a), α1(G − b), α1(G − c)}.
The above proof can also be applied for the upper edge cover number α+1 (G) by simply changing
min to max. Also note the power that the above Theorem seems to imply. If one can apply a similar
restriction to an edge-induced subgraph parameter as noted in our proposition, then one should be
able to apply a similar argument and use the procedure above to find a solution for that parameter on
the class of unicyclic graphs. Some parameters that initially appear to be able to utilize this theorem
include edge domination and varieties of matchings.
Since we are relying on the Wimer edge variant algorithm on a tree to assist us in our solution,
we will only be able to design an algorithm for a parameter that could be solved via the Wimer edge
variant on a tree as well. The rules developed are dependent on an assumption that replacing the
edge removed can only affect the solution a finite distance from that edge. This method is similar
to a method employed by Mitchell and Hedetniemi for their linear-time algorithm for determining
a minimum edge-coloring in a unicyclic graph [57], as well as being somewhat inspired by the
recursive definition for unicyclic graphs in Wimer’s thesis [80].
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Figure 7.1: Unicyclic Algorithms: Baseline Graph
Figure 7.2: Unicyclic Algorithms: G − a
7.2 Algorithm Run
As an example, we will apply the adapted edge cover algorithm to the graph G presented in Figure
7.1, determining α1(G). We have labeled each of the vertices to make it easier to describe the
compositions. The cycle in the graph is 1 → 2 → 6 → 7 → 3 → 1. We have also labeled the edges
designated a, b, and c.
Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show each resulting tree after the removal of a, b and c from G respec-
tively. The marked edges form α1-sets for each of the trees.
The resulting cardinalities that we have are 6, 7 and 6. Since α1(G) = min{α1(G − a), α1(G − b),
α1(G − c)}, α1(G) equals 6.
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Figure 7.3: Unicyclic Algorithms: G − b
Figure 7.4: Unicyclic Algorithms: G − c
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Chapter 8
Edge-based Algorithms on the Class of Weighted
Edge Trees
The difference between the normalWimer edge variant and the adaptation that allows for weighted
edges is a simple change. Instead of the +1 that occurs when we take the edge, we have a +w where
w is the weight on the composition edge. You will only add the weight when you add the edge
into the set. Note that in the Bern, Lawler and Wong paper from 1987 mentions this same sort
of extension in regards to their linear-time dynamic programming algorithm as it pertains to both
vertex-induced parameters and general subgraph problems [6].
As two examples, we will walk through minimum weighted edge domination and maximum
weight of a minimal edge domination, and show that the adaptation will choose edges to get the
appropriate weight, but not just a minimum cardinality of a set or a maximum cardinality of a
minimal set. We will also do a more complex application of this variation to the algorithm developed
for ev-Domination.
In each of our examples we will use the tree shown in Figure 8.1. The minimum edge domination
number for the tree in Figure 8.1 is 3, and the upper edge domination number is 5. The minimum
ev-Domination number for the tree is 3. Note that we have labeled the vertices in order to aid in
describing the compositions and we will assign random weights to the graph for our ev-domination
example.
8.1 Weighted Edge Domination
As a brief example, we will demonstrate the algorithmic run of the lower and upper numbers for
weighted edge domination for a tree. The original discussion of the algorithm for the lower and
upper numbers for edge domination on a tree can be found in Chapter 4, Section 1. Each computation
step is formated with i → j that indicates the composition of the rem subtree rooted at i with the
rem subtree rooted at j resulting in a rem subtree rooted at j and a resulting vector to the right of the
equals.
The recurrence equations for the minimum edge domination number, adjusted for weights on the
Figure 8.1: Weighted Trees: Baseline Graph
edges:
[1] = min{[1] + [4], [1] + [5]}
[2] = min{[1] + [6], [2] + [4], [2] + [5], [2] + [6]}
[3] = min{[1] + [1], [1] + [2], [3] + [1], [3] + [2], [3] + [4], [3] + [5]}
[4] = min{[1] + [1] + w, [3] + [1] + w, [3] + [5] + w, [4] + [1], [4] + [2], [4] + [4], [4] + [5], [6] +
[1], [6] + [2]}
[5] = min{[1] + [3] + w, [3] + [3] + w, [5] + [1], [5] + [2], [5] + [3] + w, [5] + [4], [5] + [5]}
[6] = min{[1] + [5] + w, [6] + [4], [6] + [5]}
Initial vector = [0,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞]
The computation:
13→ 12 = [∞,∞, 0, 1,∞,∞]
12→ 8 = [1,∞,∞,∞, 25,∞]
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11→ 8 = [∞,∞, 1, 2, 25,∞]
10→ 8 = [∞,∞, 1, 2, 25,∞]
8→ 5 = [2,∞,∞,∞, 2, 26]
5→ 1 = [2, 26, 2, 27,∞, 27]
9→ 6 = [∞,∞, 0, 1,∞,∞]
6→ 3 = [1,∞,∞,∞, 25,∞]
7→ 3 = [∞,∞, 1, 2, 25,∞]
3→ 1 = [4, 28, 4, 28, 4, 28]
2→ 1 = [∞,∞, 4, 5, 4,∞]
4→ 1 = [∞,∞, 4, 5, 4,∞]
The final vector is [∞,∞, 4, 5, 4,∞]. We can only terminate in a class 1, 2, 4 or 5, so we take the
minimum of those four entries in the vector, which would be 4. So the minimum weight is 4, which
means that four total edges were taken, one more than the minimum edge domination number.
The recurrence equations for upper edge domination, adjusted for weights on the edges:
[1] = max{[1] + [4], [1] + [5]}
[2] = max{[1] + [6], [2] + [4], [2] + [5], [2] + [6]}
[3] = max{[1] + [1], [1] + [2], [3] + [1], [3] + [2], [3] + [4], [3] + [5]}
[4] = max{[1] + [1] + w, [3] + [1] + w, [3] + [5] + w, [4] + [1], [4] + [2], [4] + [4], [4] + [5], [6] +
[1], [6] + [2]}
[5] = max{[1] + [3] + w, [3] + [3] + w, [5] + [1], [5] + [2], [5] + [3] + w, [5] + [4], [5] + [5]}
[6] = max{[1] + [5] + w, [6] + [4], [6] + [5]}
Initial vector = [0, -∞, -∞, -∞, -∞, -∞]
The computation:
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13→ 12 = [-∞, -∞, 0, 1, -∞, -∞]
12→ 8 = [1, -∞, -∞, -∞, 25, -∞]
11→ 8 = [-∞, -∞, 1, 2, 25, -∞]
10→ 8 = [-∞, -∞, 1, 2, 25, -∞]
8→ 5 = [25, -∞, -∞, -∞, 2, 26]
5→ 1 = [2, 26, 25, 50, -∞, 27]
9→ 6 = [-∞, -∞, 0, 1 -∞, -∞]
6→ 3 = [1, -∞, -∞, -∞, 25, -∞]
7→ 3 = [-∞, -∞, 1, 2, 25, -∞]
3→ 1 = [27, 51, 50, 75, 27, 52]
2→ 1 = [-∞, -∞, 50, 75, 27, -∞]
4→ 1 = [-∞, -∞, 50, 75, 27, -∞]
The final vector is [-∞, -∞, 50, 75, 27, -∞]. We can only terminate in a class 1, 2, 4 or 5, so we
take the maximum of the four entries in the vector, which would be 75. So the maximum weight of
a minimal weighted edge domination is 75, which means that three total edges were taken, two less
than the upper edge domination number.
8.2 Weighted ev-Domination
As a slightly more complicated example we will demonstrate the weighted variation to find the mini-
mum weighted ev-domination for the tree in Figure 8.2. As a reminder, the minimum, non-weighted
ev-domination number for this tree is 3. We will use the recurrence equations listed in chapter 4
section 3 with any +1 in the equations replaced with a +w. The initial vector is [0, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞,
∞,∞,∞,∞]. The computation:
13→ 12 = [∞,∞, 0,∞,∞, 18,∞,∞,∞,∞]
12→ 8 = [∞,∞,∞, 5,∞,∞,∞, 18,∞,∞]
11→ 8 = [∞,∞, 18, 5,∞, 38,∞,∞,∞,∞]
10→ 8 = [∞,∞, 18, 5,∞, 19,∞,∞,∞,∞]
8→ 5 = [∞,∞,∞, 24,∞,∞, 11, 5,∞,∞]
5→ 1 = [∞,∞,∞, 28,∞,∞, 15, 14,∞,∞]
9→ 6 = [∞,∞, 0,∞,∞, 16,∞,∞,∞,∞]
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Figure 8.2: Weighted Trees: Baseline Graph for ev-Domination
6→ 3 = [∞,∞,∞, 9,∞,∞,∞, 16,∞,∞]
7→ 3 = [∞,∞, 16, 9,∞, 29,∞,∞,∞,∞]
3→ 1 = [∞,∞,∞, 17,∞,∞, 10, 9,∞,∞]
2→ 1 = [∞,∞, 14, 28,∞, 15,∞,∞,∞,∞]
4→ 1 = [∞,∞, 14, 28,∞, 15,∞,∞,∞,∞]
The final vector is [∞, ∞, 14, 28, ∞, 15, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞]. We can only terminate in a class 4, 5, 6,
8, 9 or 10 so we will take the minimum of these entries in the vector, which would be 15.
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Chapter 9
Correctness and Locality
In this chapter we will discuss two major concepts relating to the Wimer method and the Wimer
edge variant. The first is a discussion on how we typically show correctness of an algorithm designed
with the Wimer method and how a new automated technique developed by Dr. Wayne Goddard can
assist us to not only show correctness, but to develop the composition tables as well. The second
topic is a discussion on how to apply the concept of locality to the Wimer edge variant and edge
based parameters. We will rely heavily on work by Mahajan and Peters for that section [55].
9.1 Correctness
As part of developing a Wimer style algorithm, we have to consider how to show the correctness of
said algorithm. The primary way that we prove that a given Wimer algorithm is correct is to prove
that the table developed as part of the methodology is not only correct, but closed. A table is correct
if all cells in the table are correct, meaning that given a cell i, j with entry k where i, j, and k are
classes of subgraphs that can be created by a given parameter, the composition of a subgraph of
class i with a subgraph of class j results in a subgraph of class k. A table is considered to be closed
if no further classes are required to adequately describe a given composition. Typically, in order to
prove that a Wimer composition table, and thus a Wimer style algorithm is correct, we are required
to prove a number of lemmas, where each lemma corresponds to a particular composition cell in
the table and proving that they are correct. In scholarly work, we sometimes only choose to discuss
a handful of these compositions and leave the remainder to the interested reader, primarily due to
space restrictions.
Dr. Goddard’s software can assist us in this area. The core of the software is an automated
generation of a Wimer table. The principle behind this is simple. The user supplies an oracle that
will, given a graph and a set of vertices or edges, return a boolean telling the program whether or not
the graph along with the set is valid or not for a specific parameter. Using this oracle, the program
will iterate over the infinite matrix of all trees being composed with all trees. Each tree created
this way is given to the oracle, and the oracle will tell us whether or not that tree is a valid partial
solution for the given parameter. For the program to be practical, we will be required to stop the
program at some point, giving us a finite matrix. If a composition of the ith tree with the jth tree is
found to be invalid, then we set the cell i j to be equal to 0. If a composition is found to be valid, the
the appropriate cell is set equal to 1. Once the program has completed the check of all cells in our
finite matrix, then we can begin to start reducing the table by comparing rows and columns. If every
entry in both rows and columns for two classes u and v are equivalent, then you can collapse those
entries. Once the table has been reduced, the program can verify each valid composition remaining
by checking to see that the resulting tree from that composition either exists as a current class in
the remaining matrix, or was collapsed into one of the current classes. If the composition does not
exist then we add it to the current matrix. If the composition does exist then we replace the 1 in that
cell with the appropriate resulting class. Because we use an oracle we know that the entries in the
cells are correct for the parameter the oracle checks for and because of the process we know that the
table is closed. So, with this program we can automatically generate a Wimer table that is correct
and closed, and if we have created a Wimer table through another method, we can check that table
against this one that has been generated to verify correctness. The program is typically used for
marked trees, both vertex-marked and edge-marked, but can be used for other classes of graphs as
well.
In general, we will generate the tables for the non-extremal function for a parameter, meaning
either the minimum or maximum cardinality of that parameter. It is somewhat simple to convert the
table generated this way to the minimal or maximal version via machinery developed by Bern et al.
and mentioned in a Goddard and Hedetniemi paper [6] [29].
The benefits of such a program are readily apparent. Being able to generate these Wimer tables,
and thus generate linear-time algorithms for a given parameter is a powerful tool. The software can
even be useful as a way to check the tables generated by those researchers preferring to generate
Wimer tables by hand. There are some issues with the program however. First is the oracle. Unless
the oracle is guaranteed to be correct, then the table generated by this method cannot be guaranteed
to also be correct. The user providing the oracle must be careful and ensure that the oracle functions
correctly. Another issue is when to cut off the program in order to run the program as efficiently as
possible. The notion of locality as it applies to how far a vertex (or an edge) can affect the surround-
ing graph, can help us bound the matrix, but more work into defining locality will be required before
it can be applied. A final concern is the fact that the table is generated automatically, but the classes
are only shown as the smallest subgraph that belongs to the class. There is no current output that
gives us the descriptions of these classes and those descriptions will have to be done by hand after
the table is generated.
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We used Dr. Goddard’s program to generate two tables in this thesis. The tables for total edge
domination (Section 4.2) and ev-domination (Section 4.3) were generated via this program. A great
amount of detail on this topic can be found in two papers, Goddard [27] and Goddard and Hedet-
niemi [29].
9.2 Locality
In a paper by Mahajan and Peters, they discuss the idea of local properties and how they can apply
to k-terminal graphs. At the core of this discussion is this theorem:
Theorem (Mahajan and Peters [55]): There is an effective procedure to build the multiplica-
tion tables for any local subgraph property for any k-terminal recursive family of graphs.
This theorem begs the question, what defines a local property? This question leads us to the
idea of locality. A local property is one that can be determined to be true or false by examining a
bounded neighborhood of each vertex of the graph. A property is called a j-local property if it can
be determined that a property holds for a given vertex by examining that vertex’s neighborhood out
to distance j. This property can be defined in a similar way for edge-based properties. Mahajan and
Peters proved that all local vertex-induced subgraph properties are uniformly regular (i.e. regular
for any k-terminal family of graphs), and this leads us to the theorem noted above. Later in the paper
they discuss general subgraph properties, which would include edge-based properties as well. They
show, using techniques from a Bern, Lawler and Wong paper [6], that the properties they proved for
vertex-induced subgraph properties are also valid for general subgraph properties which includes
edge-induced subgraph properties. The only real change they note to the proof of the above theorem
is an increase in the number of the automata required.
What would it take to show that local edge-induced subgraph properties are uniformly regular?
Aside from recreating the proof from Mahajan and Peters, we can also attempt to show that all local
edge-induced subgraph properties can be described as a local vertex-induced subgraph property. If
we consider a matching, a 1-local edge parameter, we can describe it as a vertex property by noting
that each vertex contains a vector of pointers that point to a neighboring vertex if the edge is a
member of the set. The vertex can then check to see that it is only pointing to one neighbor vertex
and if all vertices are only pointing to one neighbor vertex, then that vertex is valid. However, in a
matching we can have a case where a vertex is not pointing to any of its neighbors. In this case, a
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vertex can look at each of its neighbors to see if they are valid and if so, then that vertex is also valid.
Otherwise the vertex is invalid. If all vertices in the graph are valid then the set is a matching of that
graph. In this description, the matching property can be described as a 2-local vertex property. As an
important note, this does not get us a vertex-induced subgraph property and it does not appear that
simple matchings can be described as such. There are other edge-based properties that can though,
for instance, induced matching.
We can also consider adapting the Mahajan and Peters proof by assuming some storage and
computation power on the edges of a graph. Given this assumption we can construct the proof almost
identically to the original proof. If a local edge property can be described using the machine created
from that proof then we know it has a multiplication table that can be created for the k-terminal
family of recursive graphs. As a note, Seese in 1985 considered what was defined as existential
locally verifiable properties or properties that can be verified by examining the neighborhood around
each vertex to a fixed distance, which is remarkably like this notion of locality [70].
Along with this locality property (which applies to parameters), we can say that families of
graphs that do not have a recursive decomposition of the structure either known or can be computed
in linear time will not be able to utilize a Wimer approach [29]. The Wimer approach in general
only applies to those families of graphs that have a recursive definition. Wimer and Hedetniemi
also included a list of families of graphs that are not likely to be k-terminal recursive families which
would mean that they are not likely to be solved via theWimer approach [81]. These families include
the family of chordal graphs and m-trees for arbitrary m.
One other proof we can look at and adapt to edge-based parameters is the proof that if a problem
can be solved on the class of partial m-chordal graphs, for arbitrarily large, but fixed m, then it can
be solved on the entire family of k-terminal graphs. The proof shows that any k-terminal recursive
family of graphs can be embedded in a partial m-chordal family and thus a problem that has an
algorithmic solution for the family of partial m-chordal graphs has an algorithmic solution for the
family of k-terminal recursive graphs. This holds, even if we are referring to an edge-based problem.
However, whether this indicates that if there exists a Wimer based solution for a problem on the
family of partial m-chordal graphs then there exists a Wimer based solution for that problem on the
family of k-terminal recursive graphs has yet to be shown, but is likely. This particular proof was
originally presented in Wimer’s PhD thesis [80].
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Chapter 10
Future Work and Conclusions
In this thesis we have defined and explored the Wimer edge variant. Included in this are how we
use the variant, some classes of graphs that it can be used for and algorithms. The algorithms we
have created using the Wimer edge variant:
1. Lower and Upper Matching on Trees
2. Lower and Upper Edge Cover on Trees
3. Lower and Upper Edge Cover Irredundance on Trees
4. Lower and Upper Edge Domination on Trees
5. Lower and Upper Total Edge Domination on Trees
6. Lower and Upper ev-Domination on Trees
7. Lower and Upper Connected Matching on Trees
8. Lower and Upper Disconnected Matching on Trees
9. Lower and Upper Induced Matching on Trees
10. Lower and Upper 2-Matching on Trees
11. Maximum Matching on Series-Parallel Graphs
12. Lower and Upper Edge Cover on Unicyclic Graphs
13. Lower and Upper Weighted Edge Domination
14. Lower and Upper Weighted ev-Domination
Some of the parameters we have developed solutions for in this thesis have solutions already, but
there is some value in showing these parameters by utilizing our variant. Also included in this thesis
is a discussion of correctness and a program developed by Dr. Wayne Goddard and a discussion of
the idea of locality and how it can tell us whether or not a parameter is likely to be able to utilize the
Wimer edge variant. Of course, this thesis primarily extends work done by Thomas V. Wimer [80],
but also extends work by Bern et al. [6], Borie et al. [11], Hedetniemi et al. [37], and Mahajan and
Peters [55] among others.
10.1 Future Work
There is still a considerable amount of topics that can be explored with the Wimer edge variant.
The most obvious of these topics are algorithms. We have only scratched the surface of what may
be able to be solved using the variant. These include packings in graphs, varieties of domination
including paired-edge domination, edge colorings, and neighborhood edge sets. Also the concept
of ev-domination leads us to possible irredundance problems involving domination and covering.
We can also look at a variety of vertex-based problems and adapt them into edge-based ones. For
instance, a good number of the domination parameters mentioned in two books by Haynes, Hedet-
niemi and Slater can be altered to an edge-based version and be solved using the Wimer edge variant
[35] [34]. Also one can look at a paper by S. T. Hedetniemi from 2006 and adapt any of the param-
eters noted there to edge-based problems [38].
Another option for future academic work is developing the adaptations required to solve these
edge-based parameters using the Wimer edge variant on other classes of graphs. One of the classes
that we can look at is the class of 2-trees. A k-tree is a k-clique with zero or more single vertices
being joined to the original k-clique [12]. A 2-tree is a fixed k k-tree. The base of this is the 2-clique,
or P2 and upon the first addition of a single vertex, we create a K3. Wimer in his thesis states the base
of the 2-tree is K3 as noted in a paper by Beineke and Pippert [80] [4]. An initial look at the class and
how edge-based parameters could be solved on them seems to indicate that the compositions noted
by Wimer do not have to be changed to be adapted for edge-based parameters and that only minor
changes to the standard Wimer methodology is necessary, making the Wimer edge variant virtually
useless for this class. Another that can be looked at is the class of small grids (2xk) for fixed k that
could be generalized for other widths. However, there are plenty of other k-terminal graphs that can
be focused on.
One further topic that can be discussed in later work is rigorous proofs of some of the theorems
that Wimer developed as part of his thesis, and also some theorems in other work for the edge-based
parameters. Currently, most of these parameters are proven for vertex-based parameters. We have
already provided the sketch for an adaptation of a Mahajan and Peters proof (note that Mahajan and
Peters already proved their theorems for general subgraph properties, and thus, this would only be an
interesting exercise). Another proof that can be looked at is a proof that notes that if a vertex-based
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parameter has a solution for the family of n-chordal graphs, that parameter also has a solution for
the entire family of k-terminal graphs. The adaptation of that proof to the edge-based parameters
would help characterize how these parameters behave on the class of k-terminal graphs.
The future research for this variant and the edge-based parameters will have to include many of
the topics we discuss in this section. The further characterization of the power of the variant, and
what edge-based parameters can do on various classes of graphs will help fill the void that currently
exists for algorithms on edge-based parameters.
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